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W H E R E L U X U R Y I S P E R S O N A L™

Great Wall of China

E XP LO R E WITH
TH E WO R LD ' S B E S T S H I P S
Discover an unrivaled way to experience the legendary
capitals and beautiful landscapes of Europe with the World’s
Most Awarded Luxury Cruise Line™. Explore through fairy-tale
lands of kings and czars, castles and palaces, where fabled
cities effortlessly blend a regal heritage with modern design.
With Crystal Cruises® and Crystal River Cruises™ enjoy allinclusive amenities as you journey into the heart of Europe.
With hundreds of ports in dozens of countries, every
great journey begins and ends with Crystal.

CRYSTAL SIGNATURE HALLMARKS
 Michelin-inspired cuisine
 Open-seating dining
 Nobu’s only sea-going restaurants*
 Spacious staterooms and butler-serviced suites
 Acclaimed service
 Complimentary wines, champagnes and spirits
 Free, unlimited Wi-Fi
 Included gratuities
 Award-winning entertainment and enrichment
 Complimentary fitness programs
 Optional spa indulgences
 Complimentary Adventures in every port of call**

Book your select Crystal Experience® with
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and enjoy
these exclusive benefits:
 Services of an onboard host
 Welcome aboard reception
C
 hoice of either an exceptional Shore Experience
with a festive dining opportunity, a Custom Credit
to create a unique, personalized shore adventure,
exploration with a Private Car & Driver (where
available), or a Shipboard Credit

2018

CRYSTAL CRUISES

SEABREEZE PENTHOUSE

SILK KITCHEN & BAR

CRUISE THE WORLD ABOARD THESE FEATURED SAILINGS.
BOOK EARLY FOR THE BEST AVAILABLE FARES.
FEATURED 2019 EUROPEAN SAILINGS
DATE

DAYS

DESTINATION

SHIP

FARES FROM

April 28

7

Vienna Roundtrip

Crystal Ravel™

$3,895

April 30

10

Vienna Roundtrip

Crystal Mozart™

$4,470

May 26

22

Tokyo to San Francisco

Crystal Symphony®

$5,700

May 28

10

Amsterdam Roundtrip

Crystal Bach™

$5,365

June 7

7

Amsterdam to Basel

Crystal Bach

$3,895

July 17

12

Stockholm to Amsterdam

Crystal Serenity®

$7,020

July 29

14

Amsterdam to Lisbon

Crystal Serenity

$5,185

CRYSTAL RIVER CRUISES

DELUXE SUITE WITH PANORAMIC
BALCONY-WINDOW

FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS
CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR AND
ENJOY EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO VOYAGES BENEFITS.
*Crystal Cruises only. **Crystal River Cruises only. From Travel + Leisure Magazine, August 2018 ©Time Inc. Affluent Media Group. Travel + Leisure® and ‘World’s Best Awards’ are trademarks of Time Inc. Affluent Media
Group and used under license. Travel + Leisure and Time Inc. Affluent Media Group are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Crystal Cruises, LLC. All fares and savings are per person, in U.S.
dollars based on double occupancy. Cruise Fares and Your Exclusive Fares are cruise only and do not include taxes, fees, and port charges. Your Crystal Savings are subject to availability at time of booking. All offers
may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. For
complete Cruise Fare and Promotional Information and General Ticket Terms and Conditions, visit crystalcruises.com. Crystal Cruises, LLC reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and change any and all fares,
fees, promotions and programs at any time without notice. Virtuoso Voyages events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure
date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyages Group to be eligible for Voyages amenities. Additional reservations or visits (including “walk-in” diners)
are subject to a $30 per person fee, subject to availability. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Pricing and promotions are accurate at time of printing. Restrictions apply.
See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2018 Crystal Cruises, LLC. Ships’ registries: The Bahamas and Malta. AD181147_C
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You’ll never forget their childhood,
so take them to a place they’ll never forget.

On Location at Montage Los Cabos

Whether your plans call for a family adventure, a romantic retreat, or an urban escape,
we invite you to experience our collection of extraordinary destinations. From a legendary bay
in Los Cabos to the charm of the South Carolina coast, Montage Hotels & Resorts provides
the perfect backdrop to create memories that can be cherished long after you return home.
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
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Announcing our
2019 Europe season.
New experiences
meet the Old World.

From Athens to Reykjavik, four of our award-winning ships
already deliver modern luxury Europe vacations like no one else.
In 2019, our latest architectural wonder, Celebrity EdgeSM, joins
them in the Old World. Together, they’ll visit more than 90 cities
in 27 countries, including our exciting new ports of Nauplion,
Greece; Rijeka, Croatia; and Santa Margherita, Italy. Overnight
stays in 16 cities, including Venice, Dublin, and Copenhagen,
mean you can enjoy the nightlife like a local. In 2019, as in 2018,
there’s no better way for you to experience Europe than with us,
voted Best Cruise Line in Europe now eight years in a row.
For current offers and itineraries:
To learn more, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

All images of Celebrity Edgesm are artistic renderings based on current development concepts, which are subject to change without notice.
Celebrity Edge and Edge are trademarks of Celebrity Cruises. ©2018 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.
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Where New Zealand’s famed Moeraki Boulders
meet our spa’s purifying lava stones.
Intimate ships

Award-winning cuisine

Open bars & fine wines

All suite

E X T R AOR DINA RY WOR L DS

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to begin your journey on the World’s Finest Ultra-Luxury Resort at Sea. Book today to take
advantage of Vir tuoso Voyages amenities including: Dedicated Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and Shore Experience.

Editor’s Note

The Call of
a Continent

I

WAS 25 YEARS OLD WHEN I FIRST VISITED EUROPE.

I worked at an airline, and a colleague and I decided
to hop a plane to Paris for the weekend. I’ll never forget breathing in the delicious aroma of street-vendor
crepes, staring in blank confusion at a bistro menu despite
six years of French classes, and counting out francs for the
Métro, hoping I was boarding the right train (I wasn’t). My
hotel didn’t have air conditioning, but if I leaned waaaay out
the window, I could see the Eiffel Tower in the distance. The
experience was intimidating, intriguing, and utterly intoxicating. I may have been late to the party,
but I quickly made up for lost time, and within a few months collected passport stamps from other
countries, visiting London, Rome, and several other cities.
I’ve since filled subsequent passports with many more stamps from all over the world, but Europe continues to beckon. We’ve dedicated this issue almost entirely to the continent, and while
it’s unusual for us to highlight a single destination, with 50 countries within its borders, Europe’s
scope is expansive.
Perennial favorites such as France and Italy are in the lineup, and you’ll also find articles about
emerging destinations that are on the radar of our network of Virtuoso travel advisors. Enjoy our trek
across the continent, and here’s to finding a few more countries to call on in the new year.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT
esrnka@virtuoso.com

WHERE I’VE BEEN: VENICE
While I love the City of Canals, it can be hot and crowded in summer; after a recent November stay, off-season is my new favorite
time to go. I also discovered a new favorite hotel (admittedly, the
list is long and ever-expanding). Set on Giudecca Island, a short
boat ride from Piazza San Marco, Belmond Hotel Cipriani offers
a civilized escape from the crowds, with lush gardens, a huge – I
mean really huge – heated pool, and incredible views across the
lagoon. Cipriani’s charming general manager, Giampaolo Ottazzi,
and his staff’s attentive service seal the deal. Read about my Venice visit on page 22.
Venetian dreams: Belmond Hotel Cipriani
on arrival and (top) a visit to Murano.
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virtuoso.com. To stop receiving Virtuoso Life, contact your travel advisor or email help@virtuoso.com. California CST #2069091; TA #808 - Registered Iowa Travel Agency; Washington UBI #601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the state of California. Copyright © 2019
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Malta.
More than we could ever tell.

VisitMalta.com

Contributors

Gina
DeCaprio Vercesi
Tarrytown, New York

“Sip across Scotland,”
page 54
THE REPORT: “I’m
a runner and love
acclimating to a new
place by lacing up and
getting outdoors. One
morning in St Andrews,
I ran along the famed
Old Course to West
Sands Beach, where
the opening scene of
Chariots of Fire was
filmed. It was blissfully
warm and sunny for
September in Scotland, and the scene
was pretty magical.”
IF I HAD A SECOND
HOME IN EUROPE, IT’D
BE IN: “Italy. My hus-

band and I both have
family there, and I’d
be happy anywhere
in the boot.”
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Writer

Andrew McCarthy

Sarah Khan

New York City

Mumbai

“The End of the
World,” page 124
THE REPORT: “The best
destinations live inside
of us after we’re back
home, revealing
themselves further in
our memory, beckoning us to return to
them like a lover.
Patagonia is such a
place for me. I think of
it at the most seemingly random times, and it
never fails to calm my
jagged nerves.”

“Europe Calling,”
page 83
THE REPORT: “Working on this piece gave
me plenty of inspiration; no matter how
many times I return to
Europe, there’s always
more to explore. I got
a fleeting taste of the
Croatian coast last
summer during a quick
stop in Dubrovnik. I
can’t wait to head back
and road-trip through
more of the area.”

IF I HAD A SECOND
HOME IN EUROPE, IT’D
BE IN: “My wife is Irish

and we have a second
home in Dublin. For
a third, I’d love a flat
in Rome’s Trastevere
neighborhood. I’d eat
at Sabatini every day.”

Photographer

Clara Tuma
Zürich

Cover, “North Star,”
page 102, and “Rock It,”
page 114
THE REPORT: “The
Dolomites take skiing
to a whole new level,
and it’s all about hospitality. I went up the
mountain to take photos at Ütia de Bioch
restaurant and was
immediately served a
beautiful starter platter – with an Aperol
spritz, of course.”
IF I HAD A SECOND
HOME IN EUROPE, IT’D
BE IN: “I’m lucky to

have my second home
in Lourmarin, France, a
small but lively village
in Provence – some
say that happiness was
invented there.”

IF I HAD A SECOND
HOME IN EUROPE, IT’D
BE IN: “Bosnia. I visited

last summer, and while
it was beautiful in a
fairy-tale-like way,
it also had so much
depth: warm people,
´
delicious cevapi
[grilled
sausage], and beautiful
Ottoman-era mosques
and bridges.”

Photographer

Richard
James Taylor
London

“Sip across Scotland,”
page 54, and “My Travel
Essentials,” page 76
THE REPORT: “While
exploring the Scotland
Gin Trail, I stopped in at
the Road Hole Bar at
the Old Course Hotel,
home to the famous
golf links of the same
name. The bar has
fantastic views across
the 18th hole and provided an opportunity
to watch some of the
action – an enjoyable
experience with a ginbased blueberry sour
in hand.”
IF I HAD A SECOND
HOME IN EUROPE, IT’D
BE IN: “Budapest has it

all: beautiful architecture, the romantic Danube, and a burgeoning
club, restaurant, and
arts scene.”

(SARAH KHAN) POOJA DHAR

Writer

Writer

live life luxuriously

Enjoy every day exactly as you wish while exploring the world’s most beautiful places. Everything is included — from flights to excursions and
from gourmet dining to Unlimited WiFi. Allow us to take care of every detail as you sail aboard our luxuriously appointed, intimately spacious
and all-suite ships to more than 450 destinations in the company of an intimate group of newfound friends.
You really can have it all aboard Regent Seven Seas Cruises®.

THE MOST INCLUSIVE
LU X U RY E X P E R I E N C E

IT’S ALL INCLUDED
2-FOR-1 ALL-INCLUSIVE FARES
FREE
BUSINESS CLASS AIR* ON
INTERCONTINENTAL FLIGHTS

FREE
UNLIMITED SHORE EXCURSIONS

FREE
1-NIGHT PRE-CRUISE
HOTEL PACKAGE*

FREE
UNLIMITED BEVERAGES
INCLUDING FINE WINES
AND PREMIUM SPIRITS

FREE
OPEN BARS AND LOUNGES
PLUS IN-SUITE MINI-BAR
REPLENISHED DAILY

FREE
PRE-PAID GRATUITIES

FREE
SPECIALTY RESTAURANTS

FREE
TRANSFERS BETWEEN
AIRPORT AND SHIP

FREE
UNLIMITED WIFI

Additional Virtuoso Voyages Benefits on a wide array of voyages:
ONBOARD HOST, PRIVATE COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND AN EXCLUSIVE SHORE EXPERIENCE

FOR VOYAGES AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for Terms & Conditions.

JAN190159

The Virtuoso Life

Just Back
PROVENCE AND THE RHÔNE VALLEY
A tranquil glide through French wine country.
For a cruise on the Rhône River, New York
City-based Virtuoso advisor Gloria Greenstein
chartered the Napoléon, a six-cabin, 129-foot
Belmond barge. Her family of ten – ranging in
age from 6 to 84 – spent six blissful days on
board. “We would sit on the deck having pain
au chocolat for breakfast, gazing at the sloping vineyards and little French towns going
by,” Greenstein says. “Nothing could be more
relaxing.” Here, she shares her highlights.

WHY GO This is an enchanting way to see
Provence and the Rhône Valley. Our guide
customized daily visits to charming towns,
such as historic Avignon, according to our
interests. Back on the barge, we glided down
the river at the mellow pace of seven miles
an hour, sampling a different local wine each
day and soaking in the top-deck Jacuzzi.
With the whole barge to ourselves (single
cabins can be purchased for some dates, but

most of Belmond’s barge trips are full-boat
charters), we played our preferred musical
selections and chose mealtimes and excursion schedules that suited us. We relaxed in
the expansive living room, dipping into the
full bar; sunbathed on lounge chairs; and
enjoyed most of our meals on the top deck.

BON APPÉTIT The onboard chef made each
meal to our tastes, so fish lovers ate salmon
croquettes, while others indulged in foie
gras – and the kids devoured a homemade
pizza. (Five other crew members took care
of everything else, from booking tennis
courts to playing board games with the
youngest travelers.) We set sail with 25
cheeses on board – triple crème, anyone? –
and made sure to sample every one.
BURIED TREASURE In Grignan, we visited a truffle
farm, where we met Gilles Ayme, whose
great-grandfather started the farm in 1850.
When Ayme commanded, “Cherche!” we
watched as his Labrador retrievers – who
had trained for four years – quickly found
the truffles. We later sampled slivers of
the delicacy on French bread drizzled with
truffle oil.

ACTIVE RELAXATION One early evening, the kids
held an impromptu soccer game on a field
steps from the boat. The barge’s fleet of bicycles afforded another way to explore and
get some exercise.

les traboules, secret passageways that connect the interior courtyards of many of the
city’s centuries-old buildings, which French
resistance fighters used during World War II
to evade the Gestapo.
– Jennifer Altmann

Gloria Greenstein (center, with sign) and family
in Provence and (above) the Napoléon.
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(FAMILY) JENNIFER ALTMANN

HISTORY LESSON In Lyon, our guide showed us

IN MEMORIAM

Friends
in Need

Matt (top) and Nick Wallis
and Minaret Station scenery.

We are saddened by the passing of brothers Matt and Nick Wallis of Minaret Station lodge
on New Zealand’s South Island, who lost their lives in separate helicopter accidents just months apart
last year. Virtuoso CEO Matthew D. Upchurch and his family spent time at Minaret and have a special
connection with the Wallis family. Matt and Nick will be missed, and their legacy will live on through
their families and in the beauty of Minaret Station.

During California’s recent
Woolsey Fire in the
Malibu area, the founders
of wellness retreat The
Ranch Malibu pitched in
by housing and feeding
firefighters and first
responders at the
property. Founder and
CEO Alex Glasscock says,
“They were truly amazing
and took such pride
and care in protecting our
sanctuary.” To help with
wildfire recovery efforts
throughout California,
go to visitcalifornia.
com/recovery.

CALM, COOL,
CONNECTED
Welcome to The Berkeley.
Modern luxury
in the heart of London.

For reservations please contact your Virtuoso professional.

Wilton Place, London SW1X 7RL

Virtuoso Reports
All dressed up for a masquerade ball and (below right) La
Scuola Grande di San Rocco,
the Sistine Chapel of Venice.

Italy’s floating city is even more
alluring in the off-season.
BY ELAINE SRNKA
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T

ice. Boarding a private water taxi to ply the lagoon with the
wind in your hair immediately immerses you in the place,
shaking off the jet lag and starting your stay with undeniable glamour. Talk about making an entrance.
A select group of Virtuoso travel agency owners and executives did
just that in November, gathering in La Serenissima for Virtuoso’s annual Chairman’s Event, a recognition trip for 90 of the network’s top
agencies around the world.
It’s said that a rising tide lifts all boats, and that seemed to be the unofficial theme of the week, literally and figuratively. Seasonal flooding, known as acqua alta, gave attendees a firsthand look at the high
waters that made international news. But it’s also an apt metaphor
for the Virtuoso network of travel professionals, whose relationships,

(LA SCUOLA GRANDE DI SAN ROCCO) WIM WISKERKE/ALAMY

Venice,
Virtuoso-Style

HERE’S NOTHING QUITE LIKE A HOTEL ARRIVAL IN VEN-

TAKE THE
COBBLESTONES
LESS TRAVELED
The beauty of the less-traveled areas of Britain is what you’ll ﬁnd more of—more wide
open views, more discoveries and ancient lore, all with more included features and unique
overnight stays—plus plenty of free time to explore the cobblestone streets like a local.

N E W! BRITAIN U NCOVERED
12 Days from London to Edinburgh

N EW ! H I DDEN TR EAS UR ES
O F S O UTH ER N EN GL A N D

B O N N I E S COTL A N D
7 Days from Glasgow to Edinburgh

6 Days from London to London

SAVE UP TO 7.5% P LU S R EC EIV E FR EE T R ANSFER S ON SEL EC T
2019 GLOB U S EU R OPE VAC AT IONS.*

*Book and deposit a 2019 Globus Europe, South or North America (excluding Cuba, 2020 Oberammergau, and Escapes by Globus) vacation by January 29, 2019 to save 7.5%. Bookings made and under deposit between January 30 and April 30, 2019 save
5% per person on the land-only portion of the core tour not including extra night accommodations, extensions, taxes, fees, tips or supplements. For travel in 2019. Offer not valid with any other offer except Repeat Traveler beneﬁt and air credit. Not applicable
to custom tours. Discount will apply to individual members of groups adding a name and non-refundable per person deposit WITHIN the promo window. Not applicable on TBA space. Applies to new 2019 bookings only. Offer reliant on space availability. Full
cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply. May be withdrawn any time. Available from participating GFOB ofﬁce only.
**Book a 2019 Globus (excluding Escapes by Globus and 2020 Oberammergau) or Monograms Europe vacation through a Virtuoso Advisor and receive free airport transfers in the destination city between airport and hotel. Offer is not applicable to extra night
transfers. Booking must be made and under deposit between June 6, 2018 and December 31, 2019 for travel commencing by December 31, 2019. Valid with other offers, on FIT and Group bookings, and applies to new 2019 bookings only. Must mention code
FREE19T. Offer reliant on space availability. Not applicable to custom tours. Discount will apply to individual members of groups adding a name and non-refundable per person deposit WITHIN the promo window. Not applicable on TBA space. Full cancellation
penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply; see Travel Terms & Conditions for details. May be withdrawn at any time.

Virtuoso Reports
industry connections, and commitment to
their craft are proof that working together elevates the entire travel-advising profession.
After a grand welcome dinner at the Belmond Hotel Cipriani, attendees ventured out
the next morning to explore the city and discovered that those news reports back home
didn’t necessarily reflect reality. Indeed, for
a couple of hours in the early mornings and
late evenings, lagoon water would occasionally crest the canal banks and spill into Piazza San Marco. The city sets up temporary
pedestrian walkways on risers; I didn’t need
rain boots and never even got my shoes wet,
but some revelers happily splashed in the

square to seize the rare photo op.
“The shoulder season is fantastic,” says
Anna McMurtrie, a Sydney-based travel
agency executive. “There are still many tourists, but far fewer than in the peak season.
The weather is perfect for walking and getting lost in all the alleyways and bridges.”
Marion Hager, an agency executive from
Scottsdale, Arizona, agrees. “I would urge
clients to avoid traveling to Venice from June
through September. I’ve been there in summer, and sometimes it’s even difficult to
walk due to the crowds. But in November, it
was absolutely lovely. Whatever the weather,
Venice is a fabulous place to be – so don’t

avoid going in the winter because of rain!”
No matter the season, the city is ideal for
wandering. “Venice is a labyrinth of canals
and islands, where time often seems to have
stood still,” says Mollie Fitzgerald, an agency
executive in Gibsonia, Pennsylvania. “It’s
one of the few places in the world where you
can go and not see a car.”
Our agenda was filled with exclusive experiences, thanks to Virtuoso’s on-site tour
connection Italian Dream Inc. Travel. (Virtuoso partner IC Bellagio planned pre- and
post-event trips.) We enjoyed a private visit
to La Scuola Grande di San Rocco, known
as the Sistine Chapel of Venice, and an

Clockwise from top left: Gondolas at high tide, exploring the city, cocktails and conversation at Ca’Sagredo Hotel, Harry’s Bar for
quintessential Bellinis, Aperol spritzes for a crowd at Aman Venice, and rooftop views from a Baglioni Hotel Luna suite.
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after-dark tour of Basilica San Marco and
Palazzo Ducale (Doge’s Palace). Virtuoso
has ten partner hotels in Venice, and while
our group was spread out over three – The
Gritti Palace, Hotel Danieli, and Belmond
Hotel Cipriani – several others hosted
decadent receptions, including Aman,
Ca’Sagredo Hotel, and Baglioni Hotel Luna.
The Danieli also threw a festive multilevel
dinner party one evening.
The highlight was a masquerade ball at
the Palazzo Pisani Moretta, an opulent fifteenth-century palace on the Grand Canal.
Attendees donned costumes from the atelier of Antonia Sautter, who creates extravagant carnival garb for the Venetian elite, and
whose work appeared in the movie Eyes Wide
Shut. The excitement of oohing and aahing
over each other’s costumes, as well as overthe-top entertainment and Michelin-starred
dining – courtesy of chefs from the Mandarin
Oriental, Milan and Rosa Alpina Hotel & Spa
in the Dolomites – made for an unforgettable
experience and a fitting finale to our few days
in La Serenissima.

A musical welcome (left)
and executives mingling
at Ca’Sagredo Hotel.

Visit Zurich. Discover Switzerland.
Zurich beautifully blends creative
urban life with idyllic landscapes.
Art connoisseurs enjoy plentiful
museums, art galleries, concert halls,
and an opera house; city seekers
discover the picturesque historic
Old Town and trendy Zurich West;
and nature enthusiasts are delighted
by the lakeside location and Mount
Uetliberg. Plus, iconic landmarks such
as Mount Titlis, Jungfrau, and the
Rhine Falls make for an easy day trip.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to plan your Zurich getaway.

zuerich.com #visitzurich

PASSPORT

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

Black magic: G Adventures’ new
Iceland wellness trip includes
yoga on Reynisfjara beach.

DUHA127/GETTY IMAGES

Feel-Good Tip
Health resolutions hit the road in 2019 with G Adventures’ new small-group wellness tours in Europe, Latin America, and Asia. The 7- to 13-day
journeys take a slow-travel approach to sightseeing, interspersed with yoga, paddleboarding, meditation, and cooking classes in destinations
that span spiritual centers such as Bali and India; the adventure locales of Iceland, Nepal, and Patagonia; and cultural draws, including Italy.
“Our hope is to make you feel better than when you left,” says G Adventures’ Ben Perlo, “ready to return home with new energy and perhaps
even a new perspective.” Departures: Multiple dates, May 19 through 2019; from $1,549.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Ianthe Butt, Michael Frank, Elaine Glusac, and Bethanne Patrick

J A N UA RY | F E B RUA RY 2 0 1 9
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PLANE TALK

Style Central

LOVE THE LONG HAUL

When Singapore Airlines launched the world’s longest ﬂight
last fall – a roughly 10,350-mile, 19-hour zip between Newark and
Singapore – it teamed up with pioneering spa Canyon Ranch
to make the journey easier on the mind and body. Healthy
new dishes, available in both business and premium economy
sections, include 270-calorie prawn ceviche and 370-calorie
organic chicken with zucchini noodles (above). Canyon Ranch
instructors demonstrate in-seat stretching exercises via seatback video, and the e-library includes the spa’s tips for more
restful (and longer) shut-eye – features that are now also available on the airline’s Singapore/U.S. nonstops to and from Los
Angeles and San Francisco.

FLY FRESH
Maison Alma
brings bold prints
to Faena Bazaar:
Jungla kimono
wrap coat, $2,410.

Miami Beach’s Faena District reinvented the Mid-Beach
neighborhood with a six-block mix of arresting architecture,
destination restaurants, and dramatic guest rooms in the Faena
Hotel Miami Beach. Now the project’s creative force, Argentine
entrepreneur Alan Faena, aims to reinvent retail via the 20,000square-foot Faena Bazaar. The new addition, housed in a remodeled
1939 beach hotel, combines chichi standalone boutiques – Linda
Farrow eyewear, shoes by Pedro García, breezy women’s wear from
Adriana Iglesias – with cross-brand displays that mix Brock Collection jeans, Mercedes Salazar jewelry, and Rianna + Nina kaftans. A
ground-ﬂoor art gallery welcomes shoppers to the design-centric
micro mall. 3400 Collins Avenue.
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Rituals bath and beauty brand has designed a new line of inﬂight amenities for KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, inspired by
international destinations. Evoking the scents of Dutch tulips
and Japanese yuzu, the new Amsterdam Collection of cleanser,
lotion, hair gel, and body mist will be stocked in the restrooms,
with complimentary moisturizer and lip balm distributed to
business-class passengers.

SEE THE WORLD
from an ultra-luxurious perspective.
TM

Discover an exquisitely composed
experience from start to finish.

Discover luxury river cruising at its finest in 2019 on
the “#1 River Cruise Line,” featuring one-of-a-kind,
award-winning ships, outstanding service, delicious
farm-to-table comfort cuisine, a choice of carefully
curated experiences and the most all-inclusive
amenities. Cruise along fabled rivers in extraordinary
fashion and experience destinations like never before,
with several new itineraries in Europe and India and a
brand new Super Ship in Bordeaux, S.S. Bon Voyage.

NEW 2019 ITINERARIES
BRILLIANT BORDEAUX
8 Days · Bordeaux to Bordeaux
S.S. Bon Voyage

ALLURING AMSTERDAM & VIENNA
15 Days · Amsterdam to Vienna
River Princess

AUTHENTIC DANUBE & PRAGUE
10 Days · Prague to Vienna
River Princess

MAGNIFICENT MOSELLE & RHINE
10 Days · Frankfurt to Cologne
River Queen

ME to WE & THE SACRED GANGES
12 Days · New Delhi to Kolkata
Ganges Voyager II

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise on
the “#1 River Cruise Line” and to receive exclusive Virtuoso
Voyages Amenities.

THE WORLD IS YOUR CANVAS. COLOR IT AS YOU PLEASE.

EXPERIENCE LUXURY WITH THE WORLD’S BEST.
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SOFT
SELL
London-based text artist
Robert Montgomery
aims to inspire wonder,
rather than desire, in
his work transforming
billboards and armatures
with illuminated poetry.
Through the use of LED
letters, Searock Songlines
explores the relationship
between Aspen Mountain
and the town’s skyline on
the Aspen Art Museum’s
roof-deck through May 19.
aspenartmuseum.org.

Gone to Pots

Light Show
Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum celebrates the most famous Dutch
master’s interplay between shadows and light with All the Rembrandts of the Rijksmuseum (February 15 through June 10). The show
will mark the ﬁrst time that all 22 of the museum’s Rembrandt
paintings – including The Night Watch and self-portraits spanning
more than three decades – and its 60 drawings will be exhibited
together. Some 300 Rembrandt prints, ranging from landscapes to
nudes, round out the retrospective. rijksmuseum.nl.
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Although Chinese activist and contemporary artist Ai Weiwei may be more famous for smashing ceramics – witness
his 1995 photographic triptych Dropping a Han Dynasty
Urn – than making them, Toronto’s Gardiner Museum focuses
on his ceramic constructions in Ai Weiwei: Unbroken, February 28 through June 2. As he does in sculpture, ﬁlm, and
other mediums, the artist brings a political lens to pottery
through pieces such as Sunﬂower Seeds, millions of life-size,
hand-painted porcelain seeds, seemingly alike but all
unique; and Han Dynasty Urn with Coca Cola Logo, a symbol
of consumerism cannibalizing culture. gardinermuseum.com.

(SEAROCK SONGLINES) MIK FREUD, (COLORED POTS) AI WEIWEI,
(REMBRANDT SELF-PORTRAIT) DE BRUIJN-VAN DER LEEUW BEQUEST, MURI, SWITZERLAND

Clockwise from above: Robert Montgomery’s Searock Songlines in Saalfelden Leogang, Austria;
Ai Weiwei’s Colored Pots; and a Rembrandt self-portrait.

GEAR UP

Back in the Game
Adventure-ready rucksacks and stashable packs for necessities and souvenirs.

Peak Design’s 45L
Travel Backpack
cinches down to 35 liters,
the maximum legal carry-on
volume, and has a simple
cover that conceals straps,
converting it into a duffel.
$300; peakdesign.com.

Cotopaxi’s ultralight,
ripstop nylon Batac Del
Día has an interior sleeve
for a hydration reservoir and
folds compactly enough to
stash in a carry-on. Each
one is made from fabric
remnants, which reduces
waste and ensures that no
two packs look alike. $50;
cotopaxi.com.

2.

An adventure-ready
day pack, Fjällräven’s
Bergtagen 38 is cut from
recycled, waterproof nylon
and has rear daisy-chain
webbing and wooden stays
that act like springs to lend
more “give” to the load as you
move. $315; fjallraven.com.

3.

The 14-liter Poler
Stuffable Backpack
holds a touch less than the
Batac Del Día, but it compresses enough to ﬁt into a
Ziploc sandwich bag. $30;
polerstuff.com.

4.

(PHOTOGRAPHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (STYLING) HEIDI ADAMS

1.
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Tea Time
New blends and brews are making tea this winter’s hottest beverage.

➋

➌

➍
➊
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and Madagascar
vanilla beans. $130;
rareteacellar.com.
Former food
writer and
cookbook author Teri
Gelber brings her
nuanced palate to
T Project’s organic
tea blends of spices,
herbs, and ﬂowers.
Sample seasonal
assortments with the

2.

3 Seasons of Tea
subscription, which
delivers a trio of teas
thrice annually. $130;
tprojectshop.com.
The Jetlag
Therapy Gift
Set from Tealeaves
pairs an energizing tea to suppress
sleepiness with a
relaxing blend designed to bring

3.

on sleep. $50;
tealeaves.com.
Steep a
Flower Pot
Tea Company blend
and watch a jasmine
or lavender bloom
appear in less than
ﬁve minutes. The
Blooming Bouquet
Collection features
six ﬂoral blends. $20;
ﬂowerpottea.com.

4.

Brew on the run with the new
Tea Press, an insulated stainless steel
travel mug with a built-in loose-leaf press,
from DavidsTea. $35; davidstea.com.

(PHOTOGRAPHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (STYLING) HEIDI ADAMS

Specializing
in aged and
collectible teas, Rare
Tea Cellar offers
the winter-warming
Chocolate Lover’s
Gift Set. The trio
of teas provides
the satisfaction of
hot cocoa minus
the calories, and
includes a barrelaged pu-erh tea with
roasted cacao nibs

1.

© 2018 Cunard.
Ships’ Registry: Bermuda.

See the world differently.

Contact your professional Virtuoso Travel Advisor
now for expert advice and great value.
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Forecast: Snowy and Snack-ish
Make tracks to our favorite new après-ski
spots this season.

PARK CITY After a $14 million
renovation, Stein Eriksen
Lodge has debuted the
family-friendly Champions
Club, which serves the famed
Stein’s Burger (an established
hit in the hotel’s Troll Hallen
Lounge) plus nachos and
pizza in a game room with
Skee-Ball, pool, pinball, and
reportedly the world’s largest
Pac-Man. 7700 Stein Way.
STEAMBOAT In addition to
Steamboat Resort’s new
snowcat-based street-food
purveyor Taco Beast, the ski
area has introduced Timber &
Torch, opposite the gondola, which offers an outdoor
barbecue pit, heated patio,
two bars, and a crew-pleasing
menu serving the likes of
beer-steamed mussels and

steak sandwiches. Gondola
Square; steamboat.com.

WHISTLER BLACKCOMB Toptable
Group, owner of British
Columbia standouts such as
Blue Water Grill in Vancouver, has acquired the classic
Il Caminetto, remodeling
it with a stone fireplace and
bringing in Araxi chef James
Walt to update the menu with
the likes of house-made pastas, bistecca alla Fiorentina,
and branzino. 4242 Village
Stroll; ilcaminetto.ca.

From top: Il
Caminetto’s
fresh pastas,
Clark’s Oyster
Bar in Aspen
and its cioppino,
and sweet treats
from One65.

Storied Cuisine
Chef Claude Le Tohic, a veteran of Joël Robuchon’s three-Michelin-starred restaurants in Paris and Las
Vegas, unpacks grand ambitions in San Francisco with his new four-in-one culinary destination, One65.
Occupying a six-ﬂoor beaux arts building in Union Square, the new venture includes four dumbwaiterlinked restaurants designed to delight diners for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and drinks. The bright
patisserie serves pastries and houses a chocolate studio, while cork floors, tufted banquettes, and
porcelain paneling set a rustic tone in the third-floor California-French One65 Bistro & Grill. A skylineframing cocktail lounge and the modern French haute cuisine restaurant O’ crown the top two floors.
165 O’Farrell Street; one65sf.com.
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(CLARK’S OYSTER BAR AND CIOPPINO) MATT HARRINGTON, (IL CAMINETTO) LEILA KWOK

ASPEN An avalanche of crudos,
ceviches, aguachiles, and bivalves fills the raw-bar menu
at Clark’s Oyster Bar. This
offshoot of the Austin original
is housed in a classic Aspen
cabin whose interior has
been given a nautical overhaul. 517 E. Hyman Avenue;
clarksoysterbar.com.

14-day baltic heritage
roundtrip SOU T HAMP T ON

mini-suite
fares from

Sapphire Princess® 6/1/2019 $4,449*
*Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of $215 are additional.

Receive up to $75 onboard spending money
and chocolate covered strawberries^
— plus —
FREE unlimited soda & more package for 3rd &
4th guests† when booking a mini-suite or above.
And don’t miss Princess’ All Aboard! sale
Jan 2 – Feb 28 for added perks!

Call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor Today
*$4,449 fare is based on category MD on Sapphire Princess® sailing 6/1/19 on a space-available basis at time of booking. Fares for other dates may vary. Fares are per person, non-air, cruise-only, based on double occupancy and apply to the ﬁrst two passengers in a stateroom.
These fares do not apply to singles or third/fourth-berth passengers. This offer is capacity controlled and may not be combinable with any other public, group or past passenger discount, including onboard credits. Offer is not transferable and is available to residents of the
50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older and receive this offer. Fares quoted in U.S. dollars. Please refer to your travel agent for terms, conditions and deﬁnitions that apply to all bookings. Offer may combine
with other offers such as group onboard credits, limited time off ers and Military beneﬁ ts. ^Up to $75 Onboard Spending Money per stateroom. Offer is applicable to ﬁrst/second-berth guests only. Third/fourth-berth guests are not eligible. Onboard spending money may
be used on a single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash, cannot be used in the casino and expires at the end of that voyage. Offer is not transferable and may not be combinable with other select off ers or other onboard credits. Onboard spending money is quoted in
U.S. dollars and is based on the ship’s onboard currency. Void where prohibited by law. Four fresh strawberries dipped in both white and dark chocolate per stateroom. Subject to availability and may be substituted for an item of equal or greater value at the ship’s discretion.
†Free Unlimited Soda & More Package is applicable to select September 2018 - December 2019 voyages only, is valid for bookings made through Virtuoso affiliated agencies only and applies to the 3 & 4 guests booked in a mini-suite or suite stateroom. The Unlimited Soda &
More Package includes tumbler with straw, fountain soda by the glass, hot chocolate, fruit juices and mocktails, with pre-paid 15% gratuity included for these items. The Unlimited Soda & More Package does not include souvenir items (other than the tumbler), canned soda,
room service, vending machine or mini-bar items. The package may be used on a single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash at any point during the cruise and expires at the end of that voyage. Off er is not transferable, is not combinable with other select offers or other
onboard credits and does not follow guests who change promotions prior to cruising. In the event that a guest does not want the Unlimited Soda & More Package, no substitutions will be offered. Offer is combinable with Cruise Sales, Standard Groups (including amenities and
counts toward TCs) and Captain Circle Savings. Offer is not combinable with Casino Discounts, Recipient-Only, Air Promotions, Flash, Interline, Travel Agent and Friends and Family rates. This offer is not combinable with Princess Saver Fares. This promotion is not applicable to
incentive groups. The promotion will be subject to capacity control and is not transferable. This offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Bermuda and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Guests may book through
their preferred Travel Consultant. Princess Cruises may modify, amend or update the terms and conditions of the Unlimited Soda & More Package at any time with or without notice to guests. The terms and conditions as published on princess.com on the date of sailing will
apply. ©2019 Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.
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CARRY-ON COMPANIONS
GOLDEN CHILD BY CLAIRE ADAM (SJP for Hogarth, $26) The second book from Sarah Jessica
Parker’s imprint takes place in rural Trinidad,
where violence is commonplace and crime
resolution is rare. Clyde and Joy’s twin 13-year-old
sons, Peter and Paul, differ deeply: the former
deemed a genius, the latter “odd.” When Paul
goes out to walk in the island’s bush one day
and doesn’t return, the hardworking and hardbitten Clyde goes in search of him and discovers
evidence that shatters their family, forcing him to
make an agonizing choice.



 TALENT BY JULIET LAPIDOS (Little, Brown and
Company, $27) A senior editor at The Atlantic,
Juliet Lapidos draws on her astute observations
about academia for her ﬁrst novel, a droll campus
sendup told from the perspective of a funny,
female protagonist. Anna Brisker, in her seventh
year of writing a dissertation on inspiration,
decides to focus on the dead, Salinger-esque
(and entirely fictional) writer Frederick Langley,
after learning of some unexamined notebooks
in the library of a northeastern university town.
As she ingests Pop-Tarts and circles Langley’s
niece, Helen, the question of who is bamboozling whom when it comes to Langley’s last
words remains unresolved.

GHOST WALL BY SARAH MOSS (Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, $22) In her new novel, Moss builds an
eerie tale in a scant 144 pages. Silvie, 17 years old,
is spending a miserable summer vacation with her
parents on a university-led camping expedition.
All participants in this archaeological study must
live like ancient Britons – wearing itchy tunics, foraging for itchy nettles. But Silvie’s abusive father,
a self-taught zealot about Iron Age life, ﬁnds the
jollity of the scholars itchy, too. When they discover how he treats his family, something wicked
(and inspired by the ancients) this way comes.
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Poached by Rachel Love
Nuwer shines a light on
the shadowy world of
wildlife trafﬁ cking and
highlights the work of the
many conservationists,
rangers, and others
who are ﬁ ghting this
global scourge.

Lobos, with text by Brenda
Peterson and vivid photos
by Annie Marie Musselman, introduces kids to
the plight of the endangered Mexican gray wolf
via a family of pups born in
a Paciﬁ c Northwest sanctuary and released into the
wilds of Mexico.

Thirst is the memoir of
club promoter turned
activist Scott Harrison,
who left the partying life
behind to found Charity:
Water, a nonproﬁ t that
provides clean drinking
water to communities in
need around the world.

(PHOTOGRAPHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (STYLING) HEIDI ADAMS

THE AGE OF LIGHT BY WHITNEY SCHARER (Little,
Brown and Company, $28) Many of us know Lee
Miller’s name, yet associate it with the work of her
famous lover, Man Ray, rather than with her own
art. Whitney Scharer’s enthralling depictions of
Lost Generation Paris, early art photography, and
a strong feminist ahead of her time will change
that. Told in Miller’s voice, the novel reveals the
model and photographer to be a talented, tortured soul whose love for Man Ray both changed
her life and broke her spirit – until she chose a
different path to reinvention, although perhaps
not to ultimate fulﬁllment.



READS FOR GOOD

GettyImages

A beauty
to treasure
Envision the pleasure of taking
a moment for yourself:
live in the moment.

www.italia.it

#treasureitaly

Bon Voyage

1.

2.

Filmmakers from BBC Earth will join Tauck for a
ten-day, round-trip-from-Oslo Arctic Circle land
and sea tour on Ponant’s 234-passenger Le Boréal.
Planet Earth-style Zodiac adventures off Spitsbergen’s
coast to look for polar bears and arctic foxes precede
lectures and documentary viewings back on board.
Departure: June 24; from $10,990.

For its second year on the Seine,
U by Uniworld is updating itineraries on The B. The 120-passenger ship’s
eight-day, round-trip-from-Paris sailings
now begin and end in the City of Light
on weekends. (Saturday night in
the Marais? Oui, s’il vous plaît!) Additional stops include Vernon, Rouen,
Caudebec-en-Caux, and Conﬂans-SainteHonorine. Departures: Multiple dates,
April 21 through October 20;
from $1,999.

Cruise
Into the
New Year
Five debut itineraries that belong on a 2019 resolutions list.

It’s been 20 years, but the Queen
Elizabeth is heading back to
Alaska, with a new look too. (Cunard’s
2,081-passenger ship debuted refreshed
staterooms, outdoor spaces, and spa
facilities late last year.) The 11-day,
round-trip-from-Vancouver, British
Columbia, sailings include a jaunt
through the Inside Passage, onboard
lectures, and optional rail tours with
Rocky Mountaineer before or after the
cruise. Departures: Multiple dates, May
21 through June 30; from $1,899.

5.

3.

4.

Windstar Cruises’ eight-day,
Colón, Panama-to-San Juan,
Puerto Rico, voyage on the 212passenger Star Legend promises a deep
dive into some of the oldest settlements
in Central America and the Caribbean.
Immersive shore excursions will have
passengers visiting indigenous Guna
people in Panama’s San Blas Islands and
sampling coffee in Cartagena, Colombia.
Departures: October 26 and November
20; from $1,999.

BOOK IT TO THE BIG ISLAND: Last year’s Kilauea eruption closed Hawaii Volcanoes National Park for four months, but the 505-squaremile expanse is open again – and safe to visit. On Norwegian Cruise Line’s seven-day, round-trip-from-Honolulu voyage on the 2,186passenger Pride of America, travelers can explore the park on foot, by bike, or during a helicopter excursion. Departures: Multiple dates,
January 5 through December 28; from $1,299, including complimentary or reduced round-trip airfare from several U.S. and Canadian cities.
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(POLAR BEAR) JOSEF FRIEDHUBER/GETTY IMAGES, (PARIS) EDPICS/ALAMY,
(CARTAGENA) STARCEVIC/GETTY IMAGES, (ALASKA) FALLROOK/GETTY IMAGES

It feels as though everyone wants
in on the Cuba cruising boom, and
Seabourn joins the club beginning in
November when the 452-passenger
Seabourn Sojourn circumnavigates the
country on a series of 11-, 12-, and 14-day
sailings. Get a head start on 2020 New
Year’s celebrations with a 14-day, San
Juan, Puerto Rico-to-Miami holiday
cruise, which includes overnights in
Havana and Santiago de Cuba. Departure: December 21; from $7,999.

FEEL FREE TO SEE THE OLD
WORLD IN A NEW WAY.
• Norwegian Getaway makes her return to Northern Europe
and will cruise to Scandinavia, Russia & the Baltic from
Copenhagen beginning June 2019
• With an overnight in St. Petersburg, there’s time to
explore the Winter Palace, Hermitage Museum and
Catherine’s Palace
• On board, guests will enjoy 26 dining options,
Broadway shows and countless other activities

Book now and receive up to $300 in
Onboard Credit per stateroom plus
Free at Sea Amenities on select sailings.

EUROPE’S LEADING
CRUISE LINE
2018

(11 YEARS IN A ROW )
World Travel Awards

Europe’s Leading
Cruise Line

©2018 NCL Corporation Shipsʼ Registry: BAHAMAS and USA 11/18

Copenhagen, Denmark

Norwegian Getaway

Tallinn, Estonia

Suite Talk

DAPPER SOUVENIRS
Destination Hotels recently teamed up with The Tie Bar to commission a capsule collection of men’s
accessories inspired by its properties. Pieces include breezy pocket squares fit for seaside dinners at
Southern California’s 582-room Terranea Resort and nautical bow ties suited to a destination wedding at
the 226-room Cliff House Maine. From $8, available at Destination Hotels boutiques.

New Look, Same Castle
Just in time to ring in the new year, County Clare, Ireland’s 97-room Dromoland Castle has
emerged from a yearlong renovation. The updates are there (a rejuvenated spa with a hydrotherapy
pool, for example), but what really shines behind the sixteenth-century building’s crenellated facade
are the efforts made to preserve the estate’s Georgian-era style. Waterford crystal chandeliers,
taxidermy mounts, and oil paintings dominate common areas, while remodeled guest rooms feature
linen wall coverings, tartan wool carpets, and paintings of Celtic relics rendered in gold leaf. Elsewhere on the 450-acre grounds, guests can play a round on the updated golf course, give falconry a
go, or – our favorite – cozy up in The Gallery with a glass of single malt. Doubles from $307, including
breakfast daily and a complimentary round-trip airport transfer.

We’ll take our nightcaps
in The Gallery, please.

COMING SOON: Elsewhere in Europe, another major reno will turn heads later this year. Set to open in June, the 104-room Hotel de la Ville Rome
(Rocco Forte’s fifth property in Italy) will occupy a landmark building at the top of the city’s Spanish Steps. Architect Tommaso Ziffer and interior
designer Olga Polizzi are handling the overhaul. Rates to be announced and will include breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.
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(TIES) CHRIS PLAVIDAL/STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS, (DROMOLAND CASTLE) JACK HARDY

Looking sharp: Tie Bar collections available exclusively at Terranea Resort (top) and Cliff House Maine.

Suite Talk

Clockwise from left: Cadogan Place
Gardens, and a Belmond Junior
Suite and bathroom.

FIRST LOOK

British Revival
A noteworthy retreat returns to London’s Chelsea neighborhood.
In its nineteenth-century heyday, London’s Cadogan Hotel was a hub for socialites and artists: Oscar Wilde lived upstairs in Room 118 until his infamous arrest in 1895. When Belmond purchased the Chelsea property in 2014, the aim was to restore the classic glitz while infusing the property with
contemporary appeal. Five years and $48 million later, the Belmond Cadogan Hotel, set to open in February, pulls off that timeless-yet-modern
vibe. The hotel is housed in four adjoining Queen Anne-style town houses – the rusty-red and caramel brickwork, carvings of winged creatures, and
dramatic turrets make it feel as though Harry Potter might take up residence here. Inside, common areas show off mosaic marble floors, original
stained-glass windows, and contemporary art hung on wood-paneled walls. British chef Adam Handling oversees his eponymous main dining room,
as well as the chandelier-filled tea lounge, where tea cabinets rotate to reveal Champagne-stocked shelves after dark.
A grand staircase leads to the 54 elegant guest rooms, whose decor channels a cabinet of curiosities, with touches such as cross-cut timber side
tables, blue morpho butterflies, and coral-patterned carpets. Wilde’s former room is now the Royal Suite, actress (and Edward VII mistress) Lillie
Langtry’s 1890s abode is Room 106, and a Penthouse Suite features a fireplace and a stunning dining space beneath a copper-plated dome. The hotel’s
library is stocked with titles by past and present Chelsea residents, there’s an intimate spa, and guests have access to the tennis courts and grounds
at the adjacent Cadogan Place Gardens. The surroundings make a stay here feel less like a night at a swanky hotel and more like a visit to your own
history-steeped London pied-à-terre. Doubles from $620, including a welcome amenity, breakfast daily, and one lunch or afternoon tea for two.
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YOU WON’T JUST
SOAK UP THE
LOCAL FLAVOR.
YOU’LL HAVE IT
FOR DINNER.
Somewhere in Morocco there’s a market only locals know about. And your ship’s
chef. It’s where he’ll ﬁnd the spices he needs for tonight’s expertly prepared, exquisitely
presented dinner. There are many reasons why a Windstar cruise is memorable. But it’s
the immersive experiences you aren’t expecting that make it magical.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for more information.

Inspired By

1.
ELENA MAKRI
Vereniki dress, $690,
netaporter.com

2.
POKETO
La Muralla notebook and slim pen,
$18 and $8, poketo.com

3.
LINDA FARROW
457 C32 round sunglasses, $645,
lindafarrow.com

The Greek Isles
Since before Aphrodite emerged from the Mediterranean, trailing seafoam and heartbreak, the Greek Isles have captivated visitors with their
rugged coves and aquamarine depths (and, more recently, tony beach
clubs). For a salt-spray-tinged tour of the area, hop on Regent Seven
Cruises 13-day sailing from Athens to Venice aboard the 706-pasSeas Cruises’
senger Seven Seas Voyager. The ship calls on Corfu, with its lush greenery
and sandy Glyfada Beach; Santorini (pictured here), where whitewashed
towns cling to the hillsides; and party-central Mykonos, as well as Gythion,
once the seaport for Sparta. Departure: June 3; from $11,599.
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Goddess glam for a dream destination.

An oasis of luxury.
Blue skies. Midcentury modern cool. Nine cities, each with its own attitude and
blend of excitement. Both destination and pop culture, exhilaration and chill.
Sit back and relax in endless days of sunshine and all the amenities you
could ever imagine. Luxury. It’s where you choose to stay and where
arrival is a welcome departure. Find your oasis.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
to book your next holiday.

VisitGreaterPalmSprings.com
#findyouroasis

City to Go

Loving Lisbon
Portugal’s capital city steps into
the European spotlight.
BY JENNA SCATENA PHOTOGRAPHY BY SIVAN ASKAYO
GO FOR Edgy films and exhibits at
the new Museum of Art, Architecture and Technology, upstart
designers at LXFactory – Lisbon’s mural-splashed industrial
complex that houses dozens of
artisan shops – and the next evolution of the trendy Príncipe Real
neighborhood are luring travelers
back to Portugal’s capital in
record numbers. Among the few
things that haven’t changed: the
meandering alleys filled with fado
melodies, blue azulejo tiles, and
views of the Tagus River around
nearly every corner, making this
city feel unlike any other.

Clockwise from top left: Ecolã’s wool cloaks at the Embaixada complex, Bar Terraço Limão, Prado Restaurante’s fig and smoked-milk
ice cream, Príncipe Real, and Manteigaria’s pastel de nata.
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EAT A meal in the bright, leafy
space of newcomer Prado Restaurante (Travessa das Pedras
Negras 2) feels like dining in a
terrarium. The look reinforces
the chef’s love for vegetation:
Rafters brim with ferns and
succulents, which play off the
produce-centric menu. Don’t
miss the Minhota beef tartare,
sandwiched between grilled kale.

Reserve a coveted spot at Local
(Rua de O Século 204) for a
dinner-party-style experience.
A sole ten-seat communal table
occupies this tiny restaurant
run by four young chefs, who
serve some of the freshest fare
in town. The menu changes
according to their whims, but
expect inventive dishes such
as cherry gazpacho with fennel
and goat cheese, and perhaps a
tonka bean and toffee dessert.
Sink your teeth into a pastel de
nata, Portugal’s famous custard
tart, at Manteigaria (Rua do
Loreto 2), housed in a former
butter shop. Count on a line out
the door for the bakery’s thin,
flaky pastries filled with thick,
sweet cream and a dash of salt,
and do as the lisboetas do: Savor one with an espresso at the
narrow standing bar overlooking
the open kitchen.

DRINK Bartenders at posh Cinco
Lounge (Rua Ruben A. Leitão 17A)

MAKE TIME
TO ENJOY THE JOURNEY.
Be pampered with Delta Vacations Luxury.
Sip champagne aboard the London Eye as you enjoy spectacular
views of the city. Attend a magnificent theater production
in the West End, or marvel at the crown jewels in the
Tower of London.
Delight in round-trip Delta One,®* Delta Premium Select,
First Class and Comfort+ seating, VIP transfers and up
to 7,500 bonus miles per person.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.

All SkyMiles® Program rules apply. To review the rules, please visit delta.com/memberguide. Bonus miles do not count toward Medallion® Status or
Million Miler™ Status. *Itineraries with segments that originate and end within the United States may be in First Class or Main Cabin rather than Delta One.
Delta One service will be available on the transoceanic portion of the itinerary. Offer subject to change without notice; other restrictions may apply.
Offers void where prohibited by law. ©2019 Delta Vacations DV32402
Location: London, England

City to Go

TIP
“First-time visitors to Lisbon
should plan a morning walk
through the city’s most traditional neighborhoods, Alfama
and Mouraria. Make sure to
taste ginjinha – a sweet cherry
liqueur – and check out the
very cool and fun Street Art
Workshops, which are especially great for families.”
– Luís de Sousa, Virtuoso
travel advisor, Lisbon

double as performers, shaking
up concoctions with everything
from fresh fruit to smoked
ingredients, and the results are
as visually stunning as they are
potent. Popular cocktail workshops give patrons a chance to
go behind the bar.

Clockwise from top:
The Museum of Art,
Architecture and Technology; Vestigius wine
bar; LXFactory’s rooftop
bar; and Cork & Co.

Vestigius (Rua da Cintura do
Porto do Lisboa, Armazém A17)
provides a longshoreman’s-eye
view of the Tagus River. The
restored warehouse turned
wine bar serves hard-to-find
Portuguese vintages, bought
at auctions, while giving a nod
to the waterfront’s past with
salvaged shipwreck decor.
An Atlantic-blue tiled floor and
potted plants frame views of
Lisbon’s skyline and the Tagus
River at Bar Terraço Limão (Avenida Duque de Loulé 81-83). It’s
more intimate than most of the
city’s rooftop bars, with indoor
and outdoor sections that make
it a quiet, cozy perch to watch
the sunset with a cocktail.

SHOP The Embaixada complex
(Praça do Príncipe Real 26)
houses 18 independent shops
selling primarily Portuguesemade goods – handmade totes,
fashion-forward shoes, housewares, and more – in a grand,
nineteenth-century palace.
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Since 1979, the family behind
Cortiço & Netos (Calçada de
Santo André 66) has worked to
preserve the art of Portuguese
tile making. Travelers can pick
up a range of classic or modern
patterns, to use for anything
from a kitchen sink backsplash
to decorative coasters, from the
tiny, family-run shop.
Portugal produces half the
world’s supply of cork, yet this
oft-misunderstood resource
goes beyond bottle stoppers.
Cork & Co. (Rua das Salgadeiras
10) stocks stylish cork clutches,
belts, and iPhone cases – plus
high-end home decor.

STAY It would be easy to mistake
Valverde Hotel for an elegant
Avenida de Liberdade townhome,
with its promenade-facing
lounge and the interior courtyard – an oasis of terra-cotta
flowerpots, lounge chairs, occasional live music, and a pool.
Dark walls complement light
textiles and midcentury modern furniture throughout the
property, and many rooms have
balconies for admiring the city
skyline. A current expansion will
nearly double the number of
guest rooms to 48 by summer.
Doubles from $266, including
breakfast daily and private
round-trip airport transfers.
Bohemian Bairro Alto Hotel is
in the midst of a major face-lift,
overseen by Pritzker Prizewinning Portuguese architect
Eduardo Souto de Moura. While
paying homage to one of the
best-preserved eighteenthcentury buildings in Lisbon,
the renovations will introduce a
sleek terrace with views of the
Tagus River when the 87-room
hotel reopens in April. Doubles
from $400, including breakfast
daily and a $100 dining credit.

Connect
with our
world and
yourself.
Travel connects us — to our planet, to its people, and to
ourselves. Created to recharge the body and nourish the
mind, our new Wellness tours offer the perfect balance
of awe-inspiring destinations, rejuvenating activities,
and healthy food experiences, helping you return home
feeling even better than when you left.

Wellness Costa Rica
8 Days | San José to San José
›
›
›
›

Wake up with stand-up paddleboard yoga on Lake Arenal
Breathe in pure rainforest air hiking near La Fortuna
Escape the city in Rincón de la Vieja National Park
Bask in a rejuvenating volcanic mud exfoliation

Wellness Iceland
7 Days | Reykjavík to Reykjavík
›
›
›
›

Meditate atop the volcanic slopes of Mt Hengill
Hike behind the towering Seljandsfoss waterfall
Practice yoga on Reyinsfjara’s black-sand beach
Suit up with a pickaxe to hike Sólheimajökull Glacier

Wellness Peru — Machu Picchu and the Sacred Valley
7 Days | Cusco to Cusco
›
›
›
›

Taste local specialties at Parwa Community Restaurant
Take a relaxing soak in the Lares hot springs
Test your balance on a stand-up paddleboard
Revitalize yourself in the energy of Machu Picchu

Find your balance.
To learn more, speak to your
Virtuoso travel advisor today.

Interview

Why I Travel
Caroline Hermes sates wanderlust with long hauls
and local pups. INTERVIEWED BY DAVID HOCHMAN
In the last two years, my husband and I visited Papua New
Guinea, even though he’d rather
stay home and mind the farm.
I went to India with a girlfriend,
and then to Wyoming and South
Dakota on my own to do a photo
workshop. Along with the Baltic
cruise, this year I also visited
Spain with my sister.

AROLINE HERMES
and her husband,
Ashley, live alone on
a remote, 2,000-acre
grazing property halfway
between Melbourne and Sydney, Australia, where they’re
outnumbered by cows and
sheep at a ratio of roughly 600
to 1. Visiting the “known world”
typically starts with a nearly
three-hour, high-speed Land
Cruiser drive to Canberra’s
international airport, followed
by a day or two spent flying
to Asia, Europe, or beyond.
Virtuoso travel advisor Kristen
Cahill is based 1,000 miles
away in Noosa, but she’s
intimate with Hermes’ every
excursion, transfer, and longhaul upgrade.

C
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We live far from everything.
Mind-bendingly far. Normally,
24 hours will get you somewhere, but when my sister and I
went on a Baltic cruise on board
Oceania’s Marina last September, from the time we left home
until the time we arrived in
Stockholm, it was 40 hours.
Australia is still a new country.
If we go to Sydney to see the first
settlement, it’s less than 300
years old. I love history, so if I can
go somewhere and see something that’s 2,000 or 3,000 years
old, it’s worth the trip. I like meeting people, as you can imagine –
I see only my husband six days
a week. It’s nice to get out there
and interact with other humans
on a consistent basis.

My sons are 28 and 30 and
single with no kids. A few years
ago, I said, “Let me take them
each someplace special before
they get tied down.” My older son
is an ancient-history nut and an
engineer, so we went to Naples
for ten nights on a guided tour
led by a brilliant professor; my
youngest wanted to go to Africa,
so we chose Tanzania. The best
times were usually at the end of
the day when you’d go back to
the room and laugh yourselves
silly about something, and it
becomes this classic inside joke
we’ll have forever.

Ranching in Wyoming
and (right) a schnauzer
portrait from Russia.

CAROLINE HERMES

Caroline Hermes at
Saint Petersburg’s
Peterhof Palace.

I’m not the sort of person who
ever used a travel agent. I’m
good at booking flights and making reservations. But Kristen is
a details girl who is on top of the
paperwork, the visas, the vaccinations, so I don’t have to think
about anything. There are so
many tour companies and tour
guides out there. When you travel
so far, you don’t want anything
to be mediocre. Kristen protects
me from the bus crammed with
40 tourists. If a company or a
hotel is good enough for her, it’s
good enough for me.

My travel motto is “See it, like it,
buy it.” You see a particular giraffe sculpture or a little jewelry
box in Zanzibar or whatever, and
you think, “Maybe I’ll find a better one or cheaper one.” You’ve
spent so much time and money
on this fabulous trip. Don’t
waste your time. Just buy it.

I have a lucky bracelet that I only wear when
I travel – a friend gave it to me when one of
my dogs died. It’s leather with some silver
charms and the dog’s name, Sapper. It’s
really simple, but it just has this aura that
makes me feel connected to this animal I
loved so much. Now whenever I’m in ports
and cities, I post photos of local dogs on my
Instagram feed, @reggiekelpie.
The one thing I don’t take with me is a
phone. I can’t be bothered. I take my iPad
and contact home when I feel like it, but usually I don’t feel like it. I don’t need good news,
I don’t need bad news. My husband and I
have been married 30-something years, and
he knows I’ll be home soon enough, sitting
around with just him and all those lambs.

WHERE NEXT? I’d like to go to Norway and
Iceland and Alaska and South America. I’m
flying to New York in May for a wedding, and
then it’s a toss-up between going up the
coast to Maine or down to South Carolina.

Hermes’ son Andrew
on safari in Tanzania.

Seat at the Bar

Sip across Scotland
Craft distilleries are fueling whisky country’s gin renaissance.
BY GINA DECAPRIO VERCESI PHOTOGRAPHY BY RICHARD JAMES TAYLOR

Kirkwynd
Dundee
St Andrews
Kingsbarns
North Berwick

Edinburgh

SCOTLAND

Clockwise from left:
Heads & Tales, its No.
8 (gin, lime, Mandarine
Napoléon, and curaçao), and the village of
Crail near St Andrews.
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S

COTLAND’S MISTY LOCHS AND

wild, windswept moors can leave
visitors with a bit of a chill – and
while anyone looking to warm up
with a wee dram knows that the Scots do
whisky best, the country has blossomed
into a place for gin aficionados too. The
spirit was all the rage until the late eighteenth century, when bad harvests and
acts of Parliament slowed distilling, but
the 1999 launch of Hendrick’s in South
Ayrshire sparked gin’s comeback. Today, more than 50 distilleries employ juniper (the foundation of every gin) and

an array of other Scottish botanicals to
create an aromatic base for bartenders
elevating the country’s gin game. Many of
these spots can be found on the UK-based
Wine and Spirit Trade Association’s official Scotland Gin Trail, which added new
destinations last summer. Sipping from
Edinburgh north or east makes for a spirited introduction to some of Scotland’s most
innovative distillers.
Juniper 101

EDINBURGH GIN DISTILLERY AND HEADS & TALES
Tucked at the foot of a stone staircase near

Florence, I taly

THIS IS
BOLD MEMORIES
IN THE OLD WORLD

FlowRider ® sur f simulator

AquaTheater ®

Family celebration — Royal Loft Suite

THIS IS NOT A CRUISE. THIS IS WHERE EUROPEAN CHARM MEETS FAMILY ADVENTURE.
Cross Europe’s largest under water lake by row boat in Mallorca’s Drach Caves. Become an architecture aficionado
with a private tour of Barcelona tailored just for you. Or bask in the glories of gladiators at the Roman Colosseum.
All bet ween thrills onboard Oasis of the Seas ® — from catching waves on the FlowRider ® sur f simulators to
high diving AquaTheater spectaculars. Only on Royal Caribbean ® .

Oasis of the Seas ®
7 NIGHT WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
Departing from Barcelona, Spain and Rome, Italy
May – September 2019

Contact your Vir tuoso ® Travel Advisor to learn about exclusive benefits.
2017 & 2018 VIRTUOSO

®

Best Multi-Generational
Program – Cruise

WINNER

Itineraries are subject to change without notice. Contact your travel advisor for complete details. ©2018 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ship’s Registry: The Bahamas. 18064799 • 10/10/2018

Seat at the Bar
Edinburgh Castle is an inviting space that’s
home to the acclaimed Edinburgh Gin Distillery by day and the convivial Heads &
Tales cocktail den at night. Edinburgh Gin,
which moved the lion’s share of its production to a larger, nonpublic venue in Leith in
2016, offers daytime tours of its boutique
operations, along with a daily gin-making
experience. For those who prefer their gin
education in the evening hours, the popular master classes hosted by Heads & Tales
pair history with gin tasting and end with
a selection from the bar’s Gin It Yourself
menu: Choose your glass and add a gin,
a mixer, and a garnish for a personalized
spin on the classic G&T. Using house-made
shrubs and syrups, bartenders mix a selection of inventive cocktails, such as the
No. 2, which blends Caorunn gin from the
Scottish Highlands with Calvados, lemon,
and Mandarine Napoléon. 1A Rutland Place,
Edinburgh; headsandtalesbar.com.

their chic new distillery at Halfland Barns,
just outside North Berwick, a 45-minute
drive east of Edinburgh. More cocktail
party than standard guided visit, NB’s Connoisseur Tour begins with a stroll through
the distillery to see where head distiller
Steve Ross makes, fills, and labels every
bottle himself, before moving upstairs to
the contemporary barn’s airy living room
for a tasting. Sofas and armchairs create a

relaxed ambience made even more welcoming by a fire burning in the woodstove,
while conversation and canapés complete
the festive field trip. Halflandbarns, North
Berwick; nbdistillery.com.
DIY Style

DARNLEY’S GIN DISTILLERY, KINGSBARNS
Glass apothecary jars filled with elderflowers, sea buckthorn, lemon balm, and other

The OG G&T

56 NORTH, EDINBURGH
James Sutherland helped pioneer Scotland’s gin boom when he opened 56 North,
one of the country’s first gin-centric bars,
in 2008. Today, this stylish spot near the
University of Edinburgh carries upwards of
400 gins, including its own Distillery Edition – a collection of small-batch spirits distilled in-house using seasonal botanicals
such as heather flowers, meadowsweet,
and samphire. The G&T reigns supreme
here: Guests choose from an 11-page menu
of gins – including Eden Mill Original,
which won Gin of the Year in the 2018 Scottish Gin Awards – arranged by flavor profile and matched with a fitting tonic and
garnish. The spirit is served in an ice-filled
goblet with the mixer on the side, allowing
drinkers to sample the gin on its own before
topping it off to personal taste. Though 56
North isn’t an official stop on the WSTA’s
Gin Trail, The Scottish Gin Society recently named its gins ones to watch. 2 W. Crosscauseway, Edinburgh; fiftysixnorth.co.uk.
Cocktails on the Farm

NB DISTILLERY, NORTH BERWICK
Last spring, husband-and-wife team Vivienne and Stephen Muir – the duo behind the
celebrated NB London Dry Gin – opened
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Clockwise from top left: A spiced-gin-and-ginger cocktail at Darnley’s Gin Distillery,
Edinburgh’s Royal Mile, NB Distillery, and 56 North proprietor James Sutherland.

THIS IS OUR HOME, OUR SEA.
ENJOY IT.
LET US TAKE YOU CLOSER
TO THE AUTHENTIC BEAUTY
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

Enjoy exclusive benefits when you book through your Virtuoso® Travel Advisor.

Copenhagen, Denmark

It’s no surprise that Europe lands among our favorite destinations to which our ships sail. After all, this is their home.
Our Italian heritage invokes a deep appreciation for these sundrenched shores — and the timeless treasures that lie
beyond. Our small ships lead you to big discoveries on the broadest scale, from architectural splendors and grand palaces
to floating markets and local cuisine. Each port of call on Silversea’s Europe voyages exudes a character accrued over
centuries, and you’ll gain a unique perspective on all of them. #ThisIsSilversea

FREE ROUNDTRIP ECONOMY AIRFARE OR BUSINESS CLASS AIRFARE FROM $699 EACH WAY
WHEN YOU BOOK BY MARCH 31, 2019

SAVE 10% ON SELECT SAILINGS WITH EARLY BOOKING BONUS
p l u s LIMITED TIME BONUS AVAILABLE UP TO $500 EXTRA SAVINGS
WHEN YOU BOOK BY FEBRUARY 28, 2019

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
TO RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO VOYAGES BENEFITS.

London
Poole

Monte Carlo

St Peter Port

Saint Tropez
Bastia

Stockholm

EUROPE

Saint Malo

Tallinn

Barcelona

St Petersburg
Tallinn

Visby
Fredericia

Barcelona
Alghero

Copenhagen
Palma de Mallorca

Lisbon

Valencia

Warnemunde

Cádiz

MONTE CARLO ROUNDTRIP
SILVER SPIRIT – 9 DAYS
MAY 09, 2019
VOYAGE 5914

Copenhagen

Oporto

Palma de Mallorca

BARCELONA TO
LONDON
SILVER SPIRIT – 11 DAYS
JUN 01, 2019
VOYAGE 5916

STOCKHOLM
TO COPENHAGEN
SILVER SPIRIT – 10 DAYS
AUG 11, 2019
VOYAGE 5924

COPENHAGEN
TO STOCKHOLM
SILVER SPIRIT – 7 DAYS
AUG 21, 2019
VOYAGE 5925

ARRIVE DEPART

DATE
09 May

Stockholm

St Petersburg

23:59

MONTE CARLO

DATE

ARRIVE DEPART

10 May

SAINT TROPEZ

09:00 19:00

01 Jun

11 May

BARCELONA

13:00

02 Jun

PALMA DE MALLORCA

18:00

03 Jun

DAY AT SEA

BARCELONA

18:00
08:00 19:00

DATE

ARRIVE DEPART

11 Aug STOCKHOLM

17:00

COPENHAGEN

22 Aug

DAY AT SEA

23 Aug

TALLINN

08:00

24 Aug

ST PETERSBURG

07:00

18:00

25 Aug

ST PETERSBURG

16 Aug TALLINN

08:00 17:00

26 Aug

ST PETERSBURG

17 Aug VISBY (GOTLAND)

09:00 18:00

27 Aug

STOCKHOLM

12 Aug DAY AT SEA
13 Aug ST PETERSBURG

07:00

BARCELONA

13 May

PALMA DE MALLORCA

08:00 21:00

04 Jun

CADIZ

08:00 19:00

14 Aug ST PETERSBURG

14 May

VALENCIA

09:00 19:00

05 Jun

LISBON

13:00

15 Aug ST PETERSBURG

15 May

DAY AT SEA

06 Jun

LISBON

16 May

ALGHERO

08:00 17:00

07 Jun

LEIXÕES (PORTO)

17 May

BASTIA

08:00 19:00

08 Jun

DAY AT SEA

18 May

MONTE CARLO

08:00

09 Jun

SAINT MALO

09:45 21:00

19 Aug WARNEMUNDE (ROSTOCK) 08:00 19:00

10 Jun

ST PETER PORT

08:00 18:00

20 Aug FREDERICIA

12:00 20:00

11 Jun

PORTSMOUTH

07:00 14:30

21 Aug COPENHAGEN

08:00

12 Jun

LONDON (TILBURY)

08:00

FARES FROM:
1 BR OWNERS SUITE
1 BR GRAND SUITE
1 BR ROYAL SUITE
SILVER SUITE
DELUXE VERANDA SUITE
SUPERIOR VERANDA SUITE
CLASSIC SUITE
VISTA SUITE

$16,000
$14,000
$12,900
$10,500
$7,200
$6,900
$6,600
$5,800

5% VS Savings

MEDITERRANEAN AIR OFFER
Book by March 31, 2019

18 Aug DAY AT SEA

FARES FROM:
1 BR OWNERS SUITE
1 BR GRAND SUITE
1 BR ROYAL SUITE
SILVER SUITE
DELUXE VERANDA SUITE
SUPERIOR VERANDA SUITE
CLASSIC SUITE
VISTA SUITE

$17,100
$15,100
$13,800
$11,300
$7,700
$7,400
$7,100
$6,100

EARLY
BOOKING
BONUS:
FARES
FROM: SAVE 10%
$21,300 $19,170
1 BR OWNERS SUITE
$18,600 $16,740
1 BR GRAND SUITE
$17,100 $15,390
1 BR ROYAL SUITE
$13,900 $12,510
SILVER SUITE
$8,460
DELUXE VERANDA SUITE $9,400
$8,010
SUPERIOR VERANDA SUITE $8,900
$8,400
$7,560
CLASSIC SUITE
$7,300
$6,570
VISTA SUITE

5% VS Savings

NORTHERN EUROPE AIR OFFER
Book by March 31, 2019

NORTHERN EUROPE AIR OFFER
Book by March 31, 2019

COMPLIMENTARY VIRTUOSO
VOYAGES BENEFITS:

COMPLIMENTARY VIRTUOSO
VOYAGES BENEFITS:

Onboard Host, Welcome Reception,
and Custom Curated Shore
Experience in Tallinn, Estonia

COMPLIMENTARY VIRTUOSO
VOYAGES BENEFITS:
Onboard Host, Welcome Reception,
and Custom Curated Shore
Experience in Mallorca, Spain

18:00

ARRIVE DEPART

21 Aug

12 May

08:00 14:00

DATE

19:30
EARLY
BOOKING
BONUS:

FARES
FROM: SAVE 10%
$15,200 $13,680
1 BR OWNERS SUITE
$13,400 $12,060
1 BR GRAND SUITE
$12,300 $11,070
1 BR ROYAL SUITE
$10,100
$9,090
SILVER SUITE
$6,210
DELUXE VERANDA SUITE $6,900
$5,940
SUPERIOR VERANDA SUITE $6,600
$6,400
$5,760
CLASSIC SUITE
$5,600
$5,040
VISTA SUITE

5% VS Savings

NORTHERN EUROPE AIR OFFER
Book by March 31, 2019

COMPLIMENTARY VIRTUOSO
VOYAGES BENEFITS:
Onboard Host, Welcome Reception,
and Custom Curated Shore
Experience in Tallinn, Estonia

Onboard Host, Welcome Reception,
and Custom Curated Shore
Experience in Lisbon, Portugal

Overnight in Port

Venetian Society beneﬁts

Bridge sailing

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: All fares shown are cruise-only, available in USD / CAD, per guest, based on double-occupancy. Fares are capacity controlled and subject to change at any time without notice. Wave offer
is valid on new, individual bookings made between January 4, 2019 and February 28, 2019 on a select list of voyages. Guests beneﬁt from an extra saving per suite up to $500 depending on the voyage. Offer can be
combined with Last Minute Savings or Early Booking Bonus and Air Offers. Cancel and re-books do not qualify. Other restrictions may apply. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. NA190003

9 INTIMATE SHIPS • 7 CONTINENTS • OVER 900 DESTINATIONS • INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

Sailings displayed feature the added value of Virtuoso Voyages. Create wonderful memories with
other Virtuoso guests and enjoy the following beneﬁts, courtesy of your Virtuoso travel advisor:
Onboard Host, Welcome Aboard Reception and Custom Curated Shore Experience.

Seat at the Bar

From left: A gin fizz at Draffens in Dundee, The Bothy Experience and its sweet yield, and standard Scottish sidewalk tunes in Edinburgh.

botanicals sit on a wooden table at this cottage distillery overlooking the North Sea in
Kingsbarns, six miles outside St Andrews.
Starting with a scoop of juniper berries,
guests assemble a personalized recipe of
botanicals in one of six copper mini-stills.
While the stills bubble away, the novice distillers spend 45 minutes touring the distillery and sampling the full range of Darnley’s
Gin, including the new Very Berry, the first
release from its limited-edition Cottage
Series, distilled with local wild sloeberries, elderberries, and rose hips. Afterward,
guests bottle and label their bespoke spirits for safe transport home. East Newhall
Farm, Kingsbarns, Fife; darnleysgin.com.

production facilities, opened last October in a fairy-tale hamlet on the back side
of Glamis Castle – the childhood home
of Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother.
The Bothy Experience combines Cameron’s passion for bothy songs and stories
with her lauded fruit-infused gins and
gin liqueurs. “Before television, we used
alcohol and music to make life better,”
Cameron says. “This is tradition meets
contemporary.” Local raspberries, strawberries, and rhubarb flavor Cameron’s
artisanal fruit spirits, while her awardwinning mulled Gunshot gin is infused
with cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves. Kirkwynd, Glamis; ginbothy.co.uk.

TIP
“My favorite Scottish gin is
The Botanist, from the Isle of
Islay. It’s Islay’s first and only
dry gin, made with a plethora
of local wild plants and herbs,
including apple mint, gorse
flowers, juniper, and sweet
chamomile. You can find it at
bars throughout Edinburgh –
a couple of great gin specialists are One Square and
Juniper Edinburgh.”
– Siobhan Byrne Learat, Virtuoso agency executive, Dublin

From Jam to Gin
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THE BOTHY EXPERIENCE, KIRKWYND

DON’T MISS DUNDEE

Self-proclaimed “accidental gin maker”
Kim Cameron found her way to craft distilling through jam, setting up shop in
an old stone cottage, or bothy, on a farm
in Kirriemuir, a two-hour drive north of
Edinburgh. When she began infusing gin
with her surplus berries, the resulting spirits sold faster than her preserves, and Gin
Bothy was born. Her new outpost in Kirkwynd, a short drive south from Gin Bothy’s

Like gin, Scotland’s fourth-largest city is experiencing a rebirth of its own.
A longtime shipbuilding stronghold, Dundee was hobbled by postindustrial
hardship, but the city has emerged as a hub of innovation and creativity –
architect Kengo Kuma’s stunning V&A Dundee building, home to the country’s
first design museum, opened last fall. Gin culture is alive and well here too: In
2017, gin maker Andrew Mackenzie opened Verdant Spirit Co., Dundee’s first
distillery in 200 years, in the historic Edward Street Mill. At 3 Session Street,
evening tastings showcase gins from the nearby Arbikie Highland Estate. And
a little Prohibition-era flair can be found at Draffens, a hidden speakeasy
tucked along the cobbled Couttie’s Wynd alley.

V I RT U O S O L I F E

TASTING NOTES
Set yourself up for Gin Trail success.

GO Your travel advisor can work with Sleigh Tours Scotland, a Virtuoso on-site tour connection in the country, to customize tasting
adventures on the Scotland Gin Trail, from chauffeured distilleryhopping jaunts to multiday tours that combine gin-sipping master
classes with private visits to the country’s most popular attractions.

STAY At the end of Princes Street, the 188-room Balmoral’s Victorian facade has towered over Edinburgh since 1902. Book one of its
Olga Polizzi-designed suites with a view of Edinburgh Castle, and
don’t pass up cocktails and oysters from the raw bar downstairs
at Brasserie Prince by Alain Roux. Doubles from $253, including
breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.
Tucked along the Scotland Gin Trail between Edinburgh and
Dundee, seaside St Andrews may be a golf hub, but you don’t have
to pick up the clubs to admire the 144-room Old Course Hotel,
Golf Resort & Spa’s fairway views. Whisky reigns at the Road Hole
Bar on the hotel’s top floor (the menu features more than 300
varieties), but several Scottish gins make an appearance as well.
Doubles from $361, including breakfast daily and one Champagne
afternoon tea per guest.

A blueberry sour
and a view at the
Old Course Hotel’s
Road Hole Bar.

IT’S TIME TO INDULGE
Experience what wining & dining on your very own yacht would be like with our expert
chefs and sommeliers. We are dedicated to offer the best experience possible for each
of our guests, including excellent gourmet cuisine and the finest wine selection at sea.
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO ADVISOR & RECEIVE A $200 SPA CREDIT

On the Table

Clockwise from far
left: Dublin’s Grand
Canal; beetroot
crackers with
smoked eel and
apples, and chef
Barry FitzGerald
at Bastible; and
Mr Fox’s trout with
turnip and avocado.

L

Dublin Lightens Up
The Irish capital’s dining scene roars back more
refreshed than ever.
BY CHADNER NAVARRO PHOTOGRAPHY BY NANNA DÍS
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EAVE IT TO IRISH CHEFS TO

pick up the scraps of the
Celtic Tiger economy and
turn out something delicious. As the country struggled after the 2008 financial crisis, clever
culinary upstarts saw an opportunity: Tanked real estate prices meant
young chefs and restaurateurs could
suddenly afford space to strike out
on their own and take risks.
Historically, hearty meat pies and
stout stews – tasty, stick-to-your-ribs
fuel for long workdays and rounds at
the pub under gray skies – were the
calling cards that earned loyal clientele. These days, however, Dublin’s
most popular kitchens are those that
highlight the purest flavors of every
potato or piece of fish, instead of hiding them in a soup meant to keep you
full for hours.
Sandy Wyer, who’s opened two
Dublin dining rooms with her husband in the last five years, says that
letting choice vegetables, meats,
and seafood step out on their own is

Park Hyatt Mallorca

Park Hyatt Milan

Enrich your travel experience and surround yourself in
expertly curated art, meaningful design and the finest
in local culinar y expression. Discover rare and tailored
experiences at more than 35 exquisite Park Hyatt hotels
and resorts worldwide.
FOR RESERVATIONS, CONTACT YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow

Park Hyatt Paris-Vendôme

Hyatt ® and Park Hyatt ® and related marks are trademarks of Hyatt Corporation or its affiliates. © 2018 Hyatt Corporation. All rights reserved.

On the Table
her way of sharing a lighter, more modern
expression of Irish food. “Ireland doesn’t
have a very long gastronomic history,” she
notes, in large part because, for many of the
island’s residents, “there wasn’t the luxury
of a ‘cuisine.’ ”
From hard times, often the richest ideas
are born: below, seven trendsetting Dublin establishments that shine with a “less
is more” ethos.
Sister Act

FOREST & MARCY
John and Sandy Wyer opened this intimate,
light-bathed wine bar as the relaxed, convivial little sister to their wildly successful,
nearby Forest Avenue. Here, chef Ciaran
Sweeney oversees a menu of whimsical interpretations of Irish staples, such as salmon
that’s cured for 12 hours, then smoked to

order in a wine box filled with hay. Seek
out the potatoes baked in seaweed butter
and topped with crispy mussels and a buttermilk emulsion. 126 Leeson Street Upper;
forestandmarcy.ie.
Farm Fresh

CRAFT
There’s not much sightseeing in the
southern Harold’s Cross neighborhood,
but it’s worth the trek to try Philip Yeung’s
minimalist eatery, where you won’t see a
tomato for months if his purveyors aren’t
harvesting it. “What our growers and
farmers have is what’s on the menu,” he
says. Try the mackerel: Cured with salt,
sugar, citrus, and herbs for two hours, it’s
then crisped with a blowtorch and plated
with a black-sesame puree, radishes from
a farm ten miles away, and dressing made

with Kilkenny trout caviar. 208 Harold’s
Cross Road; craftrestaurant.ie.
Have It All

BASTIBLE
Chef Barry FitzGerald’s paean to modern
Irish cooking sits just off Dublin’s central
tourist route in Portobello. The stylish bistro,
with its bright-green wall and open kitchen,
provides the casual setting for FitzGerald’s
bold, no-fuss fare – starting with housemade sourdough bread that’s fermented for
two days. The appetizer of razor clams and
chorizo (diced and served in the shells) or a
main course of squab garnished with caramelized sweet corn and lardo might sound
overly indulgent, but balanced flavors and
sensible portions mean there’s always room
for hazelnut cake and poached plums. 111
South Circular Road; bastible.com.

➊

➌
➋

➏
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1. Ready for dinner
at Bastible.
2-3. Forest & Marcy’s
quinoa crackers
with seaweed,
goat cheese, and
green beans, and
its counter seating.
4-5. Craft’s wine
list and mackerel
with black-sesame
puree and radishes.
6. Bord Gáis
Energy Theatre in
the Docklands.

➍
➎

For some, it’s sitting down to the first five-star dinner of the trip, and being transported
by the rich, unexpected ﬂavors awaiting you. For others, it’s sailing into an exotic,
remote port without another ship in sight. And for you, it’s the little things.
Discover your moment.

ENJOY THE FINEST CUISINE AT SE A™ ABOARD OUR INTIM ATE AND LUXURIOUS SHIPS.

Ask your Virtuoso Travel Advisor about special voyages with exclusive Virtuoso benefits,
such as complimentary Shore Experiences and Pre-Paid Gratuities.
JAN190268

On the Table

|

WHERE WILL 2019
TA K E YO U ?
TRAVEL WITH NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC.
Hundreds of trips, over 80 countries, every continent.
Expedition cruises, private jet trips, safaris, and more .

➊
➋

➌

Hook, Line, and Sinker

FISH SHOP

For more information or to book a
National Geographic Expedition
contact your travel advisor.

© 2018 National Geographic Partners, LLC. National Geographic EXPEDITIONS and
the Yellow Border Design are trademarks of the National Geographic Society, used under license.

Owned by husband-and-wife team Peter
Hogan and Jumoke Akintola, both former
teachers, Fish Shop’s two charming outposts show off the best bounty of Irish
waters in restaurants done up with white
walls, bistro seats, and metallic pendant
lighting. The original Queen Street address offers set three- and four-course
menus with the likes of cider-braised squid
stew; pickled, line-caught mackerel with
kohlrabi and sorrel; and turbot with beurre
blanc. Opt for the newer location around
the corner for addictive à la carte classics:
oyster tempura, grilled scallops with seaweed butter, and, of course, beer-battered
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become more
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1. Mr Fox’s interior.
2. Fish-and-chips at Fish
Shop’s Benburb Street
location. 3-4. Local
artwork at Locks and its
mackerel with cucumber,
kohlrabi, and buttermilk.

Travel should be a
shared experience.
Allianz Travel Insurance can give
you confidence in knowing your travel
investment is protected—allowing you
to focus on making lasting memories.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
to protect your next adventure.

➍

fish-and-chips. 6 Queen Street and 76 Benburb Street; fish-shop.ie.
New Attitude

LOCKS
This decades-old canalside restaurant in
Portobello has lived through numerous iterations, the most recent of which began
when Conor O’Dowd and Paul McNamara
took over in 2015 and reinvented it as a
go-to, casual neighborhood spot. Colorful chairs and paintings by local artists
deliver playful visuals, while the kitchen
focuses on clever, rustic renditions, such
as black pudding topped with crisp trotter
croquettes and finely sliced tart apple, as
well as a bright salad of colorful beetroot

J A N UA RY | F E B R UA RY 2 0 1 9
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Terms, conditions, and exclusions apply. Plan(s) underwritten by BCS Insurance Company or
Jefferson Insurance Company depending on insured’s state of residence. AGA Service Company
is the licensed producer and administrator of this plan.
400004996_111418

Sco and
f
Adven ure

On the Table
with smoked ricotta and crunchy walnuts.
1 Windsor Terrace; locksrestaurant.ie.
Nature’s Choice

HERON & GREY
In the coastal suburb of Blackrock, about
three miles southeast of Dublin’s city center,
Andrew Heron and Damien Grey’s sparsely
decorated 24-seater has been one of Ireland’s most sought-after reservations since
its opening (book well in advance). Tencourse dinners in warmer months bring
lots of bright veggies and fruits, such as an
appetizer of romanesco and lavender tossed
with raw honey. When temperatures drop,
the kitchen focuses on game and preserved
food – say, an umami-fueled plate of pickled
herring with avocado and kimchi. 19A Main
Street, Blackrock; heronandgrey.com.
Northside Nod

MR FOX
Experience the perfect
Scottish golfing adventure with

For years, Parnell Square had just one gourmet thing going (Michelin-starred Chapter

The River Liffey, with Samuel
Beckett Bridge in the distance.

One), but that changed when chef Anthony
Smith unveiled this elegant-but-unfussy
dining room of exposed brick walls and
high-backed leather chairs. Smith, who
cooked all over the world before returning
home to open Mr Fox, transforms solid,
been-there-done-that dishes in unexpected
ways: A starter of horseradish-spiked beef
tartare, for instance, boosts its savoriness
with pieces of smoked eel. His upscale take
on classic fried chicken? A perfectly crisped,
buttermilk-fried quail, served with dill
pickles and a paprika-mayo dipping sauce.
38 Parnell Square W.; mrfox.ie.

exclusive Virtuoso pricing and
guaranteed tee times

DREAMING OF DUBLIN

for the Old Course

Create St. Andrews
Memories
Stay at the luxurious, five-star
Old Course Hotel & Spa
There are still limited Old Course
times remaining for 2019,
or start planning for 2020 now!
Virtuoso rates from $4,998
(based upon four golfers sharing)

Contact your Virtuoso
travel advisor

Where to rest your head in the city.

The sophisticated 142-room
Merrion Hotel has opened
The Garden Room, a flowerfilled restaurant with an
all-day menu of internationally inspired dishes, such as
fresh poke bowls and pastas
topped with 48-month-aged
Parmesan. The property, a
collection of restored Georgian town houses, is also
home to Restaurant Patrick
Guilbaud, Ireland’s only twoMichelin-starred kitchen.
Doubles from $345, including breakfast daily and lunch
or two cocktails and appetizers once during stay.
Presiding on Saint Stephen’s Green since 1824,
the 265-room Shelbourne
Dublin recently wrapped
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up a large-scale renovation
that also modernized its
iconic Lord Mayor’s Lounge,
famous for its afternoon
tea. An added bonus:
the new 1824 Bar (with
bookshelves stacked with
volumes by Irish authors),
exclusively for hotel guests.
Doubles from $340, including breakfast daily and one
lunch or dinner for two.
Centrally located between
Trinity College and Temple
Bar, the 172-room Westin
Dublin last year introduced
Morelands Grill, which wins
praise for seared Bantry
Bay scallops, Carlingford
oysters, and steaks and
chops sourced from small
Irish farms – including a cut

that’s been dry-aged for 30
days in a cold chamber lined
with Himalayan rock salt.
Doubles from $290, including breakfast daily and one
afternoon tea for two.
The bustling 205-room
Westbury Dublin’s special
focus on cocktails has
earned it a strong local
following for the bartending classes at its art deco
drinking den, The Sidecar,
as well as mixed drinks at
Balfes’ zinc-topped bar,
where Alan McGillivray,
recently of NYC’s The Dead
Rabbit, oversees the cocktail menu. Doubles from
$350, including breakfast
daily and one lunch or dinner for two.

MORE IN VIEW.
MORE TO DO.
IF YOU WANT TO SEE THE WORLD, cruise down its legendary rivers. If you want to see more of the world,
look no further than Avalon Waterways. Our Suite Ships® feature one-of-a-kind Panorama Suites,SM with
the widest opening windows in river cruising, the industry’s only Open-Air Balcony,SM and beds facing the
incredible views.
Beyond our wall-to-wall, ﬂoor-to-ceiling windows is a world waiting to be explored—your way. Whether you
want to enjoy a guided walking tour of one of Europe’s great cities, join a cooking class or paddle a canoe,
our Avalon Choice® selections of Classic, Discovery and Active excursions offer a wide range of possibilities.

Save up to $1,500 per couple on Europe River Cruises*
To book your Avalon Waterways River Cruise, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today.
*Book a select 2019 Avalon Waterways Europe river cruise to receive $150, $250, $500 or $750 off per person on the cruise/land or cruise only price. Booking must be made, under deposit and discount applied by February
28, 2019 for travel by December 31, 2019. Not applicable to custom tours. Not applicable on TBA space. Combinable with Repeat Traveler beneﬁt. Select departures may be combinable with current air promo. Applies to new
2019 bookings only and will not be applied to pre-existing bookings. Offer reliant on space availability at time of booking and may be withdrawn at any time. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

Well Traveled

Alpine air and renewal
at Waldhotel.

At the
Deep End
European spas take a turn
for the holistic.
BY ALIA AKKAM
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T

HE SPA IS QUIET WHEN I EMERGE FROM THE SALT GROTTO.

A woman swirls lazily around the pool, and a couple in robes
lounge on a plump waterbed. A sense of calm prevails. At Waldhotel, a luxe, contemporary interpretation of the bygone sanatorium, wellness is the sole mission, and it can take many forms, from
a facial to an EKG. The 160-room hotel and hybrid spa/medical center
is one of four properties that make up the latest incarnation of Switzerland’s historic Bürgenstock Resort, perched on a hilltop 1,600 feet above
Lake Lucerne and infused with crisp alpine air.

Companflonfl
flflflflflflflflflflfl
when you book select guided tours!
Book between 1/2/19-2/14/19. Valid for Ireland, England, Scotland & Wales guided tours of 7 days or
longer, and all Iceland and Italy guided tours departing from 4/1/19-10/31/19. Restrictions apply.*

Choose from select guided vacations including some of CIE Tours’ most sought after departures:
THflflIflISHflPUBflTOUfl

TASTflflOflflITALY

TASTflflOflflICflLANDfl&flIflflLAND

8florfl9fldaysflfromfl$1,749flperflperson,fllandflonly

7fldaysflfromfl$1,899flperflperson,fllandflonly

9florfl10fldaysflfromfl$2,659flperflperson,fllandflonly

Experience Irish culture with traditional music
in Westport, a tour of medieval Kilkenny,
storytelling in Dublin’s oldest pub, and a visit to
Dingle. Savor a pint in the Guinness Storehouse.
2 departures per week, March to October

Ride a gondola to see Venice’s magniﬁcent
architecture, discover the Renaissance’s
birthplace in Florence, see Rome’s ancient sites,
and experience the glory of the Vatican at night.
Departs Sundays, March to October

Discover Iceland and Ireland on the same trip! See
Ireland’s top highlights, along with Iceland’s famed
Blue Lagoon, icebergs and glaciers, and Reykjavik’s
colorful charm.
Departs Thurs. & Sun., February to December

To book or for more information contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

VIRTUOSO and the Globe Swirl Logo are registered
trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved.

I R E L A N D fl fl fl fl | fl fl fl fl S C O T L A N D fl fl fl fl | fl fl fl fl E N G L A N D fl fl fl fl | fl fl fl fl WA L E S fl fl fl fl | fl fl fl fl I C E L A N D fl fl fl fl | fl fl fl fl I TA LY
* Mention Promo Code 2FOR119 for Two for One airfare sale valid when purchasing one economy class airline ticket, get one free on the same ﬂight in the same class of service including all taxes/fees, and valid for travel to
Dublin, Shannon, London, Glasgow, Manchester or Edinburgh from most U.S. gateways for bookings made 1/2/19-2/14/19 in conjunction with select CIE Tours guided vacations of 7 days or longer departing 4/1/19-10/31/19
to Ireland, England, Scotland or Wales and all tours to Iceland and Italy based on tour availability; tours with stays in Edinburgh 8/2/18-8/24/18 during The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo are blacked out. Airfares must
be purchased with CIE Tours, are non-refundable, may not be available on all desired travel dates and are subject to airline-imposed change/cancellation penalties starting from $350 per ticket plus any fare differentials at
re-ticketing per passenger. Baggage fees may apply, see http://www.iﬂybags.com for details. Airfare must be paid in full at the time of booking plus $500 per person non-refundable deposit is required. Cannot be combined
with any other CIE Tours offers or discounts, and not available on Group travel. Offer valid on new bookings only, may be withdrawn at any time, is subject to availability, other conditions and restrictions may apply. Prices
are per person, land only, based on double occupancy and vary by departure date. Must call to book, not available online.

Well Traveled
AUSTERE TREATMENT ROOMS AND DE-

Villa Stéphanie’s plunge pool and
(right) mealtime at Waldhotel’s
Verbena. Below: Adare Manor.

privation diets may have dominated the
Swiss spa scene of yore, but Waldhotel
showcases a warmer alternative indicative
of the current shift toward more grounded,
nurturing wellness rituals. Below, six more
European spas that also place a premium on
in-depth, personalized treatments culled
from diverse disciplines.
Bath Time

BRENNERS PARK-HOTEL & SPA, GERMANY

Sprawling Bürgenstock opened in 1873. It
evolved into a glamorous celebrity hangout
in the 1950s, attracting leading ladies such as
Sophia Loren and Audrey Hepburn. Today, a
$550 million reboot has revived that sophistication to much fanfare, with Waldhotel
playing a key role in the resort’s transformation. The exterior of this sustainable, Matteo
Thun-designed building incorporates latticed larch wood and limestone; inside, guest
rooms adorned with illustrations of herbs
pop with hues of orange and tomato red. At
Verbena, Waldhotel’s only restaurant, which
serves low-sodium but flavorful Mediterranean cuisine, the faint clang of cowbells
sounds from the farms below as I wash down
my chock-full-of-spinach egg-white frittata
with bitter celery juice.
Waldhotel puts health at the forefront,
pairing its 17,000-square-foot spa (not to be
confused with Alpine Spa, the larger facility
in the resort’s 102-room Bürgenstock Hotel,
set in a striking, cantilevered cube of glass)
with a 37,000-square-foot medical center.
So while I’m scrubbed, massaged, and cocooned in blankets on a waterbed during
an 85-minute detox treatment with natural,
made-in-Austria Susanne Kaufmann products, elsewhere in the complex, visitors are
undergoing sports-medicine treatments,
cosmetic and dental procedures, physical
therapy, and more.
This explains the handful of guests hobbling on crutches or pushing walkers. People come to Waldhotel’s medical center to
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recuperate, perhaps after knee surgery; for
medical testing or a mindfulness boost; or
for seven-day detox programs and nutritional counseling. With on-staff physicians
and an actual hospital permit, the center offers myriad healthful getaway options, from
the three-night Waldhotel Basic Med, which
includes a dermalogic check and a volley
of diagnostic testing, to a 14-night weightmanagement regimen involving training
sessions, cooking lessons, spa treatments,
and a personalized meal plan. Doubles from
$600, including breakfast daily, a $100 resort
credit, and 50-minute massages for up to two
people. Waldhotel Basic Med from $3,000, not
including accommodations.

The worn-down and weary have long
sought a salve in Baden-Baden’s restorative thermal waters. Brenners Park, an
institution since 1872, draws on the curative powers of this elegant nineteenthcentury spa town at the edge of the
Black Forest for its treatments. At Villa
Stéphanie, the adjacent mansion turned
medical spa – complete with plunge pool,
hammam, and, with the push of an inroom button, Wi-Fi blocking – guests
often check in for long-term bespoke retreats. Revolving around detox, fitness,
and weight loss, these visits put nourishing cuisine and on-site physician consultations front and center. What’s more,
a walk through the leafy grounds of the
104-room property is as recuperative as
the thermal algae mud wrap and pulsating
underwater massage. Doubles from $397,
including breakfast daily and a $100 spa
credit. Programs from $3,265 per person for
seven nights.

Add “Explorer”
to Your Resumé
Encounter fascinating peoples, places
and cultures the world over on a
classic-style cruise.
All Verandah & Suites booked on 10+ day
Europe cruises receive a bonus Pinnacle
Grill dinner and Canaletto dinner for two.

TO BOOK, CONTACT YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

Terms & Conditions: Offer is based on promo MW*, and is per person, based on double occupancy, cruise only. For applicable bookings made in verandah stateroom or suite on select sailings: 2019 Europe
(departures 10-days or longer) the first two guests in the stateroom will receive dinner for two in the Pinnacle Grill and dinner for two in Canaletto. Dining reservations are subject to availability. If reservations
are not possible an onboard credit will be provided to cover the cost of the dining. Offer is available for new bookings only, is in U.S. dollars and is non-refundable, not-transferable for cash value, and
expires at the end of that cruise. For more information about our stateroom categories and suite descriptions, and to view deck plans and for full terms and conditions applicable to your cruise, please refer
to hollandamerica.com or the appropriate Holland America Line Line brochure. Offers are capacity controlled, and may be modified or withdrawn without prior notice. Other restrictions may apply. Ships’
Registry: The Netherlands.

Well Traveled

Forest Therapy

ADARE MANOR, IRELAND
The spa at this 104-room, mid-nineteenthcentury neo-Gothic-style estate in County
Limerick leans on legendary French brand
La Mer for its treatment products, but it’s
ultimately an ode to the Irish forest. Its
aromatherapy face and scalp massage, for
instance, purported to promote cell regeneration, nods to the fast-growing ash, while
the Sleep Sound massage, designed to quiet
overactive minds, is inspired by the birch, a
symbol of renewal. “The surroundings are
peaceful, and the trees are strong and have
a history,” says spa director Nicole Collins. “It’s eco-psychology.” The pool area’s
floor-to-ceiling views of the River Maigue
further reinforce guests’ connection with
nature. Doubles from $370, including valet
parking, breakfast daily, and one afternoon
tea for two.
East-West Integration

the property, Lefay presents a playground of
pools, saunas, and relaxation zones, such as
the Turquoise Grotto’s revitalizing warmwater loungers. Doubles from $329, including
breakfast daily, one lunch or dinner for two, and
a $100 spa credit. Programs from $1,005 per
person for three nights and $2,825 for five nights,
including medical consultation and all meals.
Botanical Garden

AMAN SVETI STEFAN, MONTENEGRO
Whether they’re holing up in a Villa Milocer suite or at a cottage in the fifteenthcentury village across the bay, guests at this
58-room resort can spend ample time at its
spa, which overlooks the beach. Treatments
embrace the Balkan country’s ancient

harvesting traditions and medical botanicals, such as lavender, myrtle, and wild
thyme. The Montenegrin Heritage, for example – one of three hydrotherapy-based
experiences – melds a chamomile-eucalyptus bath with a detoxifying sage-and-clay
wrap and a rosemary- and mint-infused olive oil massage. Pampering isn’t the only objective here: Personalized treatments might
incorporate flexibility, strength, and endurance exercises as well. Doubles from $850, including breakfast daily and one lunch for two.
Alfresco Asanas

SIX SENSES DOURO VALLEY, PORTUGAL
Mornings at this 57-room, nineteenth-century hilltop manor house a four-hour drive

Treatment room with a view
at Six Senses Douro Valley.

Grounded by a fusion of classical Chinese
medicine and Western research, this 93room Lake Garda resort is best known for its
customized programs that address specific
issues, such as weight management, detox,
beauty, and sleep. Guests who choose, say, the
“Integral” option, which rebalances mind,
body, and spirit, can look forward to five
days of treatments that include osteo-physiotherapy analysis, traditional Chinese tui na
massage, hydro-aromatherapy, and qigong
in the therapeutic energy garden. Across
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(AMAN SVETI STEFAN) COURTESY OF AMAN

LEFAY RESORT & SPA LAGO DI GARDA, ITALY

From opposite left: Alfresco
treatment at Lefay, Aman
Sveti Stefan’s spa, and SHA
Wellness Clinic.

north of Lisbon often begin with stretching
in the outdoor yoga pavilion. Guests come
here to partake in immersive yoga discovery,
detox, and sleep programs that are supplemented by guided meditation and cuisine
enlivened with herbs from the property’s
organic garden. Others select more-customized options: A sleep and resilience program,
for instance, might start with a wellness
screening, followed by expert-recommended therapies, from yoga nidra meditation to
low-intensity workouts. Doubles from $329,
including breakfast daily and a $100 hotel credit.
Mediterranean Diet

SHA WELLNESS CLINIC, SPAIN
Natural healing philosophies, good nutrition, and modern medicine merge at this
104-room resort in Spain’s eastern Alicante province, where wholesome meals and
multiday programs tailored to promote
healthy sleep, weight loss, stress management, fitness, and healthy aging are the
main draw. The SHA Detox, for example,
features liver detox therapy and a seaweed
wrap or lymphatic drainage massage; the
SHA Healthy Aging program includes
treatments aimed at regenerating tissues
and organs. Doubles from $330, including
breakfast daily and a $145 wellness credit.
Programs from $1,700 per person for four
days and $3,275 per person for seven days, not
including accommodations.
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In My Bag

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

5.

1. My Globe-Trotter
Toscana Trolley Case
is chic and easily holds
everything I need.

2.

Products from my
recently launched – and
sustainable – Irene Forte
Skincare line, handmade
in Italy. It uses fresh
ingredients from Verdura
Resort’s organic farm in
Sicily to create advanced
formulas that are like
a Mediterranean diet
for the skin. My staples
are the Hibiscus Night
Cream, Rose Body Oil,
and Pistachio Lip Balm.

3. My Asics trainers so
that I can be active.

4. Back Label activewear, which we sell in
our spas. It contains no
acrylic-based (petrol)
materials, and feels
amazing on the skin.

Irene Forte at Brown’s
Hotel in London.

My Travel Essentials

A good book
or two. Recent favorites
include Shoe Dog
by Phil Knight, Red
Notice by Bill Browder,
Gut by Giulia Enders,
and Why We Sleep
by Matthew Walker.

6.

Heels. In summer,
I don’t go anywhere
without my Stuart
Weitzman wedges;
in winter, it’s my suede
Tod’s heeled boots.

7. Colorescience Sunforgettable Brush-On
Sunscreen is a mineral
sunscreen powder good
for all skin types.

8. Laura Mercier Tinted Moisturizer. I don’t
wear a lot of makeup, but
I can’t travel anywhere
without this.

5.

Irene Forte always wears heels and never stops learning.
PORTRAIT BY RICHARD JAMES TAYLOR
RENE FORTE, THE 30-YEAR-OLD
group project and wellness director
for Rocco Forte Hotels, grew up in
the family business (Sir Rocco is
her father). With 11 properties across
Europe, plus one in the Middle East,
she travels almost weekly. “I love nothing more than exploring hotels,” she
says. “Unfortunately, when I do, I can’t
switch off. I’m always critiquing, photographing, and analyzing.” She’s spotted
snow leopards in the Himalaya, motored
through India’s Tamil Nadu region, and
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hopes to get back to Egypt soon. But given her heritage, Italy perennially tops her
list: Her tenure at Verdura Resort, Rocco
Forte’s Sicilian outpost, inspired her –
and inﬂuenced her new skincare line.
Overseeing the hotel brand’s spas makes
her conscious of wellness on her own
travels. Time for active pursuits is a must
(“I’m not very good at sitting around”), as
is cultivating an open mind. “Curiosity is
key to living a ‘well life’ – a thirst to explore
new cultures and an openness to never
stop learning,” she says.

7.

2.

CHARLESTON
S O U T H

C A R O L I N A

H I S TORY LOV ES COM PA NY.
In Charleston, the tides tell the time. Dawn dances on the ocean and through the
palmetto tree fronds—a glimpse into the day ahead. The past shines brightly on
monumental architecture, and cobblestone streets lead to cutting edge cocktails
poured by a new friend. Some call it hospitality. We call it the endless welcome.

@ E X P LO R EC HA RL ES TON
@ E X P LOREC HS

FOR INSIDER TIPS ON WHERE TO STAY, EAT & PL AY: EXPLORECHARLESTON.COM

ADVERTISEMENT

NEW & NOTEWORTHY
HOTEL EXPERIENCES
This extraordinary collection of Virtuoso-preferred hotels and
resorts offers exceptional experiences and exclusive amenities
you'll only receive through your Virtuoso travel advisor.

LA BARRA, URUGUAY

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

NASSAU, THE BAHAMAS

Hotel Fasano
Punta del Este

Mr. C
Beverly Hills

Rosewood
Baha Mar

Overlooking the Maldonado
River, this gorgeous resort
blends seamlessly with
the area’s breathtaking
natural landscape.

With an original sparkling
Bellini in hand, lounge poolside
in a day bed or cabana.

Immerse
yourself
in Bahamian
This sleek,
boutique
hotel
refinement
the essence
reflects the and
intrinsic
beauty,
of
the islands
in aculture
stunning
energy,
and rich
of
beach setting.
downtown
Seattle.

Enjoy haute cuisine amid the rustic
charm of an Italian-style trattoria.
Take a golf lesson, get in a game of
tennis, and find peace for body and
soul in the spa. Stay between March
10 and October 30, 2019, to receive
a ten percent discount and special
Virtuoso amenities.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

Sink onto plush sofas to relax and
socialize in the hotel’s Lobby Lounge
Bar. Retreat to accommodations
that evoke old-world glamour, and
melt away stress with a cleansing
steam shower in the spa. Get in your
workout in the 1,000-square-foot
fitness center. And dine on classic
Italian dishes like baked tagliolini.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: One
complimentary lunch or dinner for
up to two people per stay.

Mingle with like-minded souls over
afternoon tea in The Library, or share
a meal in one of four dining venues.
Relax by the pool, and indulge in
island-inspired spa treatments.
Stay six nights and receive a
complimentary seventh night during
select dates from January 2 through
April 22, 2019.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $125-value
resort credit per stay.

PORTERS, BARBADOS

PARIS, FRANCE

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Fairmont
Royal Pavilion

Sofitel Paris
Le Faubourg

The Cosmopolitan
of Las Vegas

Situated on the Platinum
Coast, the area’s famed artistic
heritage influences this resort’s
beach-inspired ambience.

Experience the art of living
and the charm of haute
couture Parisian style in the
City of Light.

Take in the view of the Las
Vegas Strip from newly
designed guest rooms.

Take in ocean views from every guest
room and suite. Enjoy complimentary
extras like Platinum Fast Track Service
through customs or swimming with
sea turtles. And tantalize your palate
with culturally inspired dishes. Book
a three-night stay between now
and March 31, 2019, and receive a
complimentary fourth night. Kids are
now welcome year-round!

Sip cocktails or partake in an allchocolate afternoon tea in this
glamourous hotel’s Bar du Faubourg.
Enjoy gourmet fare in the elegant
Blossom restaurant, and try the spa’s
unique Experience Shower. Stay three
to five nights in select suites between
January 3 and September 1, 2019, and
receive 25 percent off.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
resort credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value
food and beverage credit per stay.

The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas
unveiled refreshed guest rooms
that emphasize modern design and
luxurious comfort. Standout features
of the newly-designed guest rooms
include modern artwork paired with
clean textiles, statement wall coverings,
textured carpeting, improved lighting,
and user-friendly technology.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 food
and beverage credit or spa services
credit per stay.

ADVERTISEMENT

TAKE YOUR TRAVEL TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Discover more than 1,300 top hotels and resorts around the world
where Virtuoso travelers enjoy these exclusive amenities:
ROOM UPGRADE, WHEN AVAILABLE • BREAKFAST FOR TWO DAILY •
EARLY CHECK-IN AND LATE CHECKOUT, WHEN AVAILABLE •
COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI • VIRTUOSO AMENITY

MALÉ, MALDIVES

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA

One&Only
Reethi Rah

Four Seasons Resort
Scottsdale at Troon North

Conrad
Seoul

Enter a world of captivating
horizons, private lagoons, and
a translucent sea at this
exclusive island retreat.

Experience newly
transformed casitas and
suites inspired by the beauty
of the Sonoran Desert.

Be amazed by globally
inspired architecture and
stunning views of the city
from this luxurious hotel.

Delve into superb culinary adventures
in any of six restaurants. Retreat
to private accommodations with
exceptional views, and experience a
sanctuary of restorative calm in the
spa. Stay in a Beach or Water Villa
between now and September 30, 2019,
and receive a complimentary upgrade.
VIRTUOSO AMENITY: With a
minimum seven-night stay also
receive a complimentary "Secrets of
the Thila" excursion for two or one
complimentary dinner for two in
Reethi restaurant, once per stay.

Sample fresh, contemporary cuisine
in the resort’s four dining options.
Tee off at two world-class golf
courses, enjoy the bi-level pool and
cabanas, and relax with a locally
inspired spa treatment. Stay two
nights in a Premier or Vista Casita
guest room between now and
August 28, 2019, and receive a
$100 credit.

Explore this city’s art and food
scene while discovering Seoul’s
history through one-, three-, or
five-hour experiences curated by
the concierge. Indulge in one of
four delectable dining options for
a unique culinary experience. Wind
down at the heated indoor pool after
a bustling day trip or spoil yourself
with an extravagant spa treatment.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 food and
beverage credit per stay.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 hotel
credit per stay.

Did you know?
The world’s leading river cruise line is also
rated the world’s best ocean cruise line.

BY R I V ER & BY SE A
Only with Viking, the small ship experts.

ELEGANT SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN

CULTURAL ENRICHMENT

SERENE SPACES

AL FRESCO DINING

SPACIOUS BATHROOMS

Ask about the latest offers from Viking.
To book, contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

From Travel + Leisure Magazine, August 2018 © Time Inc. Affluent Media Group. Travel + Leisure® and ‘World’s Best Awards’ are trademarks of Time Inc. Affluent Media Group and
are used under license. Travel + Leisure and Time Inc. Affluent Media Group are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of, Viking Cruises. CST: #2052644-40

EXQUISITE • EXCLUSIVE • EXTRAORDINARY
Classic Vacations™ is delighted to showcase our latest hand-selected portfolio of the very
highest-level in luxury European vacations. Spend the night in an opulent castle or a rustic
private villa. Sample a specialty cocktail in an historic lounge bar, explore the cosmopolitan
wonders of a new city, or enjoy a world-class river cruise as the wonders of Europe are brought
before you. European Riches Select features the best in ﬁve-star experiences for the most
discerning of travelers pursuing transcendence.

C O N TA C T Y O U R V I RT U O S O T R AV E L A D V I S O R T O D AY

566-1118

BY SARAH KHAN

NINE DESTINATIONS
ON THE RISE IN 2019.

I
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N HONOR OF OUR
Europe issue, we’re
keeping it exclusively
Old Continent for
this year’s Where to
Go Next collection. Of
course, there are already
plenty of reasons to hop
the pond and explore,
but these nine destinations feel fresh, exciting,
and even a little bit
undiscovered – and
they’re all firmly planted
at the top of our wish
lists. We’re ready to dive
into Greece’s stunning

under-the-radar peninsula, or spend a summer
weekend sipping wine
at a once-every-twodecades spectacle
(and “I really want to go
to Warsaw” has been
uttered more than once
during recent office
conversations). Guided
by insight and expertise
from Virtuoso travel
advisors, we’re making
the case for beyond-theclassics Europe in 2019.
Here’s to a new year and
new adventures ahead.

Such great heights: A hike
to the Kallur lighthouse on
Kalsoy in the Faroe Islands.
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FAROE ISLANDS
INTRODUCING ICELAND 2.0.

The Drangarnir
sea stacks, off the
coast of Vágar in
the Faroe Islands.
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This rugged Danish archipelago
in the North Atlantic between Iceland and Scandinavia is home to
more sheep (70,000) than people
(50,000), and it’s drawing visitors
seeking starkly ethereal landscapes
away from the crowds descending on Reykjavík. “Coupled with the
stunning beauty are the warm and
friendly Faroese, which makes these
islands a special place to visit,” says
Thornhill, Ontario-based Virtuoso
travel advisor Zilla Parker. Adrenaline seekers and wildlife buffs go
for the vast hiking trails and close
encounters with puffins, kittiwakes,
and gannets, but the remote region
is also, surprisingly, a bit of a foodie
haven: Travelers trek to this edge-ofthe-world outpost to eat at Michelinstarred Koks, a 30-minute drive from
the capital of Tórshavn. The restaurant’s 17- to 21-course tasting menu
exemplifies Faroese cuisine, which
features foraged sea urchins, fermented lamb, and salted cod, among
other Nordic delicacies. Your advisor
can work with The Travel Designer,
a Virtuoso on-site tour connection
in Scandinavia, to create a custom
journey through the islands.

WARSAW, POLAND

The Polish capital is becoming one of Europe’s hippest destinations for 2019. “The city
has shed its dark past and transformed into a fun, cultural place with much to offer global
travelers,” says Chester, UK-based advisor Claire Parsons. Explore the easily walkable Old
Town and its surrounding museums, including the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish
Jews; take in an alfresco summer concert featuring the music of Warsaw native Frédéric
Chopin at Łazienki Park; and dive into the city’s impressive dining scene. “You have to
´ ´ bakery in the Wola
try a traditional paczek
doughnut; the best are from the Zagozdzinski
˛
district,” Parsons says. Last year’s opening of the 106-room Raffles Europejski Warsaw
upped the city’s accommodations game: The revived neo-Renaissance grande dame
dates to 1857, but has been updated with a contemporary edge and a nearly 500-piece
Polish art collection. Doubles from $251, including round-trip private airport transfers,
breakfast daily, a tour of the hotel’s art collection, and a $100 hotel credit.

NUMBERSIX/GETTY IMAGES

Golden hour in Old Town
Warsaw’s Castle Square.

AN URBAN ESCAPE READY TO SHINE.
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LAKE GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
The terraced vineyards of Lavaux are some of the world’s most attractive – situated on a
steep slope of Lake Geneva’s north shore in French-speaking Switzerland, they overlook the
Alps – and some of the most storied too. Here, winemakers have been tending to Chasselas
grapes since the eleventh century; roughly every 20 years since 1797, they honor tradition
and history during the Fête des Vignerons, a theatrical spectacle featuring a cast of 5,500
locals, set in a lakeside stadium in Vevey. This year’s celebration, held July 18 through August 11, promises to draw wine connoisseurs from around the globe, who will find pageantry
and parades – plus a chance to taste a varietal that’s rarely exported. Lausanne’s 168-room
Beau-Rivage Palace (14 minutes from Vevey by train) has secured premium tickets, and its
forward-thinking concierge team ensures that guests not only have access to the event, but
also know how to navigate it. Doubles from $586, including breakfast daily and a $100 hotel
credit. Premium fête tickets from $359. – Megan Padilla
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At 1,977 acres,
Lavaux is the largest
contiguous wine region in Switzerland.

AURORA OPEN/GETTY IMAGES

FAIRY-TALE VIEWS AND TASTEFUL TRADITIONS.

ISTANBUL,
TURKEY
NEW INFRASTRUCTURE –
AND A CELEBRATED COMEBACK.

ROOM RF/GETTY IMAGES

It’s been a rough few years for this
continent-straddling Turkish city, but
Istanbul tourism is back and embracing the future. “Istanbul is bristling
with new buildings, and its vibrant
and affluent center is full of beautiful
people,” says Peter Lloyd, an Atlantabased Virtuoso advisor. Istanbul’s
European side, west of the Bosphorus, showcases the city’s past
and present, from the seventeenthcentury Blue Mosque to a modernart installation inside the ancient
Theodosius Cistern, and Bomontiada, a former beer factory turned art
gallery and entertainment complex
in Bomonti. It’s easier to arrive here
than ever before: the new Istanbul
Airport, which opened its first section late last year, will become one
of the world’s busiest, and later this
year an expanded cruise terminal is
set to debut in Karaköy. Cruise ships
are returning to the city after a threeyear hiatus, including Regent Seven
Seas Cruises’ 700-passenger Seven
Seas Voyager, on an 11-day Athensto-Barcelona sailing. Departure: October 16; from $9,799. – Lisa Morrow

Istanbul’s Sultan
Ahmed Mosque,
known as the Blue
Mosque for the hue
of its interior tiles.
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THE PELOPONNESE, GREECE
WHAT’S (REALLY) OLD IS COOL AGAIN.
A little more than an hour’s drive west of Athens and a million light-years from the cruiseship crowds on Mykonos, the Peloponnese packs a dizzying mix of vineyards, beaches,
and UNESCO-designated sites into a dreamy stretch of southern Greece. Atlanta- and
Brussels-based travel advisor Marina Kiriazis likes to move the mountainous peninsula
out of the history books and onto itineraries, offering travelers more of the country to
sample beyond its famed isles. (“Greece is joining the likes of Italy, France, and Spain in
having appeal for repeat visitors,” Kiriazis says.) While the Peloponnese is best known
as the site of the ancient city of Olympia, travelers can also hike through gorges, bike
around vineyards and olive groves, and take a cooking lesson with a local yiayia (grandma). Artisans of Leisure’s private, ten-day tour provides a little bit of everything: a few
nights in Athens and Santorini, plus a stay in the Peloponnese at the gorgeous 50-room
Amanzoe. Departures: Any day through 2019; from $17,585.

The Ancient Theatre
of Epidaurus, which still hosts
performances today.

PRIORAT, SPAIN
While they’re not as globally renowned as Rioja, the sultry, multifaceted reds
from Priorat, a rocky swath of Catalonia southwest of Barcelona, have long been
on connoisseurs’ radars – and now the rest of the world is catching up. “An energetic group of young winemakers has earned the region a reputation as one of
Spain’s most innovative,” says Andrew De Angelis, a travel advisor from Calgary,
Alberta. “The area’s pristine natural beauty, distinctive terroir, and abundance
of sunshine make it a great place to visit on a winetasting excursion.” Your advisor can work with Valesa Cultural Services, a Virtuoso on-site tour connection
in Spain, to customize a just-launched jaunt through Priorat. Travelers will visit
an olive grove, take cooking classes with local chefs, and tour top local wineries
such as Scala Dei, which dates back to the twelfth century. Four-day private trips
from $5,700, including accommodations, tours, and some meals.

Vineyards near
the Costa Daurada
in Priorat, Spain.
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SAY ¡SALUD! TO YOUR NEW FAVORITE SPANISH WINE.

A retreat for sailboats
in Zadar, Croatia.

COASTAL
CROATIA

HEMIS/ALAMY

GOODBYE, MEDITERRANEAN;
HELLO, ADRIATIC.
Croatia is (still) having a moment:
It’s the No. 2 emerging global destination, according to this year’s Virtuoso Luxe Report, a trends survey
of more than 1,000 Virtuoso travel
advisors. Leave the Game of Thrones
devotees to make their pilgrimages
through Dubrovnik’s city walls; for
everyone else, one of the best ways
to explore this diverse country is by
ship. “Cruising the Dalmatian coast
is an experience that needs to be
on your list,” says Becky Robinson,
a travel advisor from Austin, Texas.
“The Croatian coast is lush with vegetation, and many charming small
islands dot the coastline.” Case in
point: the breathtaking isle of Hvar,
with its stately Venetian fortress, and
Zadar, an uncrowded coastal city that
Alfred Hitchcock once proclaimed to
have the most beautiful sunsets in
the world. Cruise lines have noticed
this surge in interest and responded by adding fresh itineraries and
ships. An eight-day, round-trip-fromVenice sailing on Azamara Club
Cruises’ new 690-passenger Azamara Pursuit calls on all of the above,
plus the picturesque port towns of
Rijeka and Split. Departure: June 29;
from $3,299.
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ARLES,
FRANCE
CREATIVITY IN THE COUNTRY.

Afternoon strolls in
the heart of Arles.
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Beyond the Roman ruins and cobblestoned lanes, there’s a stylish
air to this Provençal town. The centerpiece of its new Luma Arles arts
complex – a Frank Gehry-designed
tower sheathed in 10,000 glistening steel panels – will open in 2020.
(Other parts of Luma, housed near
the old Parc des Ateliers railroad, are
set to open this year.) The $175 million complex may help make Arles
a global arts capital, an idea whose
roots were laid down more than a
century ago: Vincent van Gogh retreated to Arles for 15 months in the
late 1880s and wanted to create
an artists’ colony in the town. “This
is true France,” says Beverly Hills,
California-based advisor Howard
Lewis, who believes there’s no better
way to experience the French lifestyle
than at Arles’ vibrant Saturday market: “The aromas are overwhelming,
and even though you may not understand French, you can’t help but laugh
at the play-by-play between sellers
and customers.” Explore the town
from the 39-room Domaine de Manville, a quintessential French country
retreat in Les Baux-de-Provence, a
30-minute drive away. Doubles from
$371, including breakfast daily and a
complimentary round of golf for two or
a $100 dining credit.

ISCHIA, ITALY

MOROZOVA OXANA/AGEFOTO STOCK

ITALY REIGNS: The
country is the No. 1 overall destination – plus the
top spot for millennials,
families, and honeymooners – in this year’s
Virtuoso Luxe Report.

A proper post-Ferrantetour wind-down: Ischia’s
Giardini Poseidon Terme.

FROM THE PAGE TO THE BEACH.

While literary phenom Elena Ferrante, the pseudonymous author of the acclaimed Neapolitan novels, prefers to remain anonymous, she’s managed to put one of Italy’s most beguiling corners firmly on the map. “Elena, the main character in the Neapolitan novels, stays in
Barano and goes to Maronti, one of Ischia’s most beautiful beaches,” says Trento, Italy-based
travel advisor Anna Mariotti of the volcanic isle in the Bay of Naples. With the recent debut
of HBO’s miniseries My Brilliant Friend, based on Ferrante’s work, Ischia’s many charms are
attracting an even wider audience. At the 54-room Terme Manzi Hotel & Spa, a new experience lets literary-minded guests explore Naples, Ischia, and Procida through Ferrante’s
eyes, visiting places made famous by her prose. Don’t stop there, Mariotti says: Ischia’s thermal spas, including Giardini Poseidon Terme and Parco Termale Castiglione, are musts for
wellness-minded travelers. Doubles from $283, including breakfast daily and one massage
or dinner for two. Terme Manzi is open seasonally, April through October. Five-day Ferrante
experience from $1,436, including accommodations and tours.
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There’s no bad time for the City of Light,
but when the sun sets, the arrondissements shine
with a life of their own. BY DAVID HOCHMAN

© TOUR EIFFEL – ILLUMINATIONS – PIERRE BIDEAU

PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEFAN FUERTBAUER
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Pierre Bideau’s
Illuminations installation
lights up the night sky.
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Night on the town
(clockwise from top
left): Carousel rides
by the Eiffel Tower, Le
Relais de l’Entrecôte’s
steak frites, the Moulin Rouge, onstage
at New Morning jazz
club, a clear favorite
from Le Bristol’s “couture” cocktail lounge,
and Lipstick, a Pigalle
neighborhood haunt.

from Le Jules Verne, the landmark restaurant midway up the Eiffel Tower, evening arrives one luminous
monument at a time. The lights of the Louvre flicker on first, followed by Notre-Dame, the Arc de Triomphe, and the buttery-white domes of the Sacré-Coeur Basilica. It’s like a curtain call in reverse, as each
brilliant attraction takes to the stage for the night.
Le Jules Verne is certainly a magnificent perch from which to savor Paris after dark. Freshly remodeled
for 2019, the fine-dining spot is as sparkly as the flutes of kir royale clinking around the room. The space,
with the tower’s iron latticework crisscrossing through, is so atmospheric that marriage proposals happen on average twice per night – and here comes another now. Two tables from where my wife and I sit, a
gent lowers to one knee as a waiter lifts the dome on a tray bearing a Chiclet-size bauble. The woman cries
“oui” over and over, and how could she not?
Paris was practically built for such starry-eyed delight. My wife and I know the city well, and our favorite memories are from when light and lamp led the way – which is why, on this trip, we’ve returned specifically to explore the city at night. It’s the most romantic time, for sure, and worth planning an itinerary
around to get the full moonlit effect.
The Pigalle neighborhood we’re embedding ourselves in for the week may just be history’s most storied
after-hours urban haunt, with its riotous red-light district and cabarets, including the Moulin Rouge. The
quarter still has its adults-only diversions, but today Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec might be tickled to find
once shady dens reborn as hipster gastrothèques and caves gourmandes. Our airy, modern-art-filled twobedroom apartment (which can be arranged through a Virtuoso advisor) sits on a tucked-away street
between a record shop and an “artisan” doughnut stand in an area recently dubbed “SoPi,” as in south of
Pigalle. We joke that it’s easy to find – just follow the best-looking young people in town, and you’ll inevitably end up at an unmarked cocktail bar or chic rooftop lounge in the vicinity.
With our internal clocks still running on Pacific Standard Time, we’re up for whatever the wee hours
bring. “In many ways, Paris starts at sunset,” says Manhattan-based Virtuoso travel advisor Barkley
Hickox, who recently got engaged and married in the City of Light. “It’s not just the lights and the views
from the rooftops; it’s a kind of boudoir feeling of yesteryear: the red-velvet interiors, the burlesque atmosphere, the underground nature of certain places. You really just need to pick the way you want to discover
Paris at night.”
As those options go, it’s anything and everything. An evening river cruise centering around sipping
and dancing. Exploring on four wheels or two, by vintage car or by bike – or on foot. Or maybe splurging
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“Paris starts
at sunset.
It’s not just
the lights
and the
views; it’s
a kind
of boudoir
feeling of
yesteryear.”

From far left:
Montmartre style, SoPi
in bloom, stealing a
moment on the Seine,
and a vintage Citroën.

on a helicopter charter. We took the classic approach on our first jet-woozy night: a twilight driving tour
through the cobblestoned lanes of Montmartre in a vintage Citroën. After all, if you’re going to be a tourist in Paris, why not embrace it – ragtop down, Perrier bottle in hand, “La Vie en Rose” warbling in mono?
Motoring up to the hilltop Sacré-Coeur church, our driver pointed out Au Lapin Agile, the belle epoque
nightclub where “struggling” artists and writers with names like Picasso and Apollinaire used to imbibe.
Such Montmartre establishments – Le Chat Noir, now gone, was another – were among the first modern nightclubs, where patrons sat at tables enjoying libations while cheering on a musical performance or
stage extravaganza.
Some pleasures don’t change. After a couple of hours tooling around like we were in a Truffaut film,
the Citroën dropped us at the doorstep of New Morning, an acclaimed jazz and blues club in the tenth
arrondissement, where jazz giant Ron Carter, the most recorded jazz bassist in history, played to an enraptured crowd into the wee hours, d’boom-boom-boom-boom.

Other cities may dine later

(Madrid and Buenos Aires come to mind) or
party into the night like there’s no tomorrow – here’s looking at you, Vegas and Rio – but no place dazzles
with radiant splendor like the City of Light.
One night, within view of the Panthéon’s illuminated dome, we went full immersion at a delicious dinner party with strangers turned friends, all coordinated by Eatwith. In the spirit of living like a local, the
company curates shared culinary experiences that bring travelers together over meals in beautiful private homes in cities around the world. Our amiable young Parisian host-chef, Alexis, served homemade
gougères (cheese puffs), French corn soup, and slow-roasted pork loin with potatoes and Provençal herbs
in his cozy family apartment to tablemates from South Korea, Germany, and California. The next night,
we joined another small group near the Eiffel Tower to bike through the Latin Quarter, stopping for ice
cream at Berthillon (the most famous scoop shop in town), before boarding a riverboat to cruise the Seine.
Seriously, if there’s a lovelier way to spend an evening than gazing up from the water at those limelighted
bridges and gargoyles, I’d like to hear about it.
Different nights bring different moods and agendas to Paris, and one evening we dedicated ourselves to
embracing the city’s oh là là at the Moulin Rouge. Legendary since its 1889 opening, it’s equal parts kitschy
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and cheeky (oh, and pricey; be warned), but it’s the only place in Paris to witness the traditional French
cancan, which does feel like magic. For cabaret on the ritzier side, the top pick is Crazy Horse – a grown-up
night out, to be sure, but one that’s artful without ever being vulgar.
For a less showy outing, we mapped out a whistle-wetting tour of drinking spots par excellence, starting
with hotel Le Bristol’s “couture” cocktail bar, perhaps the city’s most elegant. A DJ sets the tone Thursdays through Saturdays, and when things really got going, we slipped away to Le Marta, the sexy open-air
rooftop lounge at Hôtel Barrière Le Fouquet’s on the Champs-Élysées. Nursing Marta’s signature Pigalle
by Night elixir of vodka, vanilla syrup, Champagne, and fresh passion-fruit juice on a sofa surrounded
by impossibly gorgeous bar-goers, it feels like you’ve struck the mother lode of Parisian chic. The feeling
continued around the corner at Le Relais de l’Entrecôte, where we ate late-night steak frites before crossing town to Les Bains. Once known as the Studio 54 of Paris (Jean-Michel Basquiat, Mick Jagger, and Yves
Saint Laurent were regulars), the ultimate club is now a digital-era disco. Its reopened basement bar has a
small cool-down pool – doing “the floss” is arduous work, I assure you – and a soundtrack that keeps many
moving until dawn’s early light.

Though seemingly every corner of Paris

has its own pleasures,
nothing resonates quite like that Jules Verne view. Before dessert, our waiter discreetly asks if we’d like
to step outside, and something in his half smile makes it impossible to resist. We follow him down a short
stairway to an exclusive entrance to the tower’s second-level deck. (No waiting!) It’s ten to eleven, and he
tells us to enjoy the scene, but not to return for at least fifteen minutes.
That sounds mysterious, though we’re not complaining. At the stroke of eleven, we understand. Above
and below on the tower, 20,000 lights begin twinkling and continue for five exhilarating minutes, like a
visualization of our own goose bumps. A beacon at the very top sends out rotating light beams that extend
for 50 miles. The lights sweep in all directions, making the entire city feel within reach, waiting to be explored, touched, inhaled, devoured. Fortunately, in Paris, the night is still young.

Need to Know
Expert advice for discovering
the best of Paris at night.
 Dine later than you
would at home, and never
eat in a restaurant recommended in a book, unless
the book was written by
Anthony Bourdain.
 Pick restaurants on the
basis of the “local look” – if
the place isn’t filled with
Parisians, move on.
 Book the best dinner
cruise on the Seine; it’s
touristy, yes, but gliding
past the Eiffel Tower at
night is not to be missed.
 Avoid the ChampsÉlysées, and instead
wander the trendy, more
colorful Marais.
 Have your advisor
arrange an evening helicopter tour with wine and
canapés as you fly over
the lights of the world’s
most beautiful city.
 Visit the Louvre in the
evening – you’ll see why
Mona Lisa is smiling.

From left:
The Pigalle
by Night
cocktail at
Hôtel Barrière
Le Fouquet’s
Le Marta, and
cruising
the Seine.
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 Never ask a Parisian for
directions. Instead, learn
how to explain that you
have un problème. The
French don’t particularly
care if you’re lost, but they
see themselves as great
problem solvers and will
be all too happy to solve
one of yours.
– Richard Bruce Turen,
Virtuoso travel agency
owner, Naples, Florida
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In Search of Rwanda's

Mountain
Gorillas
By Ian S.,
Swain Destinations

Tales from our Travels
Kristen, myself, and the rest of our group
waded through the dense vegetation that
covered the side of the mountain. All morning
we had been tracking gorillas through the
jungle of Volcanoes National Park with fervor,
anticipating the inevitable encounter. And
then it happened. “Get down,” our guide
shouted. “Get down.”
We all dropped to a knee, hearts pounding and
adrenaline racing. Gorillas seemed to almost
materialize from the brush. Immense in size
and presence, the animals walked on all fours. I
buried my face in the viewfinder of my camera
and snapped off as many photos as I could
before a branch snapped behind me. I turned
slow and caught sight of the massive Silver
Back that was passing within an arm’s reach. I
worked to frame a perfect shot of the creature
but then felt a small, soft squeeze on the back
of my arm. I froze. “There is a gorilla on me,” I
whispered to Kristen.
Our guide sprang toward us, grunting and
huffing, warding off the infant gorilla that had
taken an interest in me. As I watched it scurry
back to the Silver Back I took my first breath in
what felt like two minutes. “Incredible.”

Three hours outside Kigali, Rwanda's
capital city, is the Volcanoes National
Park. Here, travelers can spend the
morning trekking through the lush
mountainside in search of large
families of mountain gorillas. Each
incredible adventure contributes to
the conservation and survival of these
amazing animals within Rwanda.

About Swain Destinations
For over 30 years, Swain Destinations has
been creating personalized adventures
to the world's most unique destinations.
Whatever your interests and style may be,
our travel experts ensure you not only visit a
destination, but truly experience it.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and start planning today!

Light up the nights
Your playbook for post-sunset fun.

GO Virtuoso advisors can
work with Lafayette Travel
to customize private tours
throughout France. Four
days in Paris could include
nightly events such as a skipthe-line visit to the top of the
Eiffel Tower, a dinner cruise
on the Seine, a two-hour
Champagne-sipping ride in
a Citroën through Montmartre, and dinner, drinks, and
a highbrow burlesque show
(with a VIP greeting) at
Crazy Horse. Departures:
Any day through 2019; from
$3,350 for two, not including accommodations.
STAY Live the local life in one
of Luxury Retreats’ Paris
properties. The high-end
home-share service offers
more than 4,500 properties around the world,
including 25 in the City of
Light, ranging from two to
four bedrooms with 24/7
concierge service. Twobedroom Parisian homes
from $580 to $3,200 per
night, including a $200
credit for concierge services.
A standout in the Golden
Triangle between avenue
George V and the ChampsÉlysées, the 101-room Hôtel
Barrière Le Fouquet’s Paris
feels sophisticated without
being stuffy. Fouquet’s brasserie is a Parisian landmark,
with lively people-watching
day and night, while its

Evening temptations
(from top): Chocolate
nirvana at Berthillon,
Crazy Horse, and Le
Comptoir du Relais’
cod soup.
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“secret” rooftop bar draws
models, actors, and aspiring head-turners. Doubles
from $970, including a room
upgrade at time of booking,
breakfast daily, and a $100
dining or spa credit.
On rue du Faubourg SaintHonoré, an elegant shopping street within walking
distance of the Louvre, Le
Bristol Paris’ 190 rooms
include 100 suites appointed
with Louis XV- and Louis XVIstyle furniture. The hotel’s
interior garden is the largest
of its kind in Paris, and Le Bar
du Bristol pours a mighty
fine martini. Doubles from
$1,230, including a room
upgrade at time of booking,
breakfast daily, and a $100
spa credit.
Hôtel Esprit Saint Germain
feels like a private Left Bank
residence a block off the
city’s largest park, Luxembourg Garden, with 28 rooms
(some with balconies overlooking the neighborhood)
and an open bar by the living
room fireplace welcoming
guests back from city explorations. Doubles from $400,
including breakfast daily and
a cheese plate with wine in
room on arrival.

EAT Virtuoso travelers
receive ten percent off
Eatwith’s culinary experiences, dinners, and cooking
classes in homes and private locations in Paris and
other cosmopolitan locales.
Restaurant Le Jules Verne
defines the word “spectacle”
atop the second level of

the Eiffel Tower, where the
dishes compete with the
views for breathless raves.
Off rue Saint-Honoré,
Balagan is a hot ticket for
shared plates of Moroccan,
French, and Israeli cuisine.
9 rue d’Alger.
Neo-bistro Le Bon Georges
in Pigalle is “your low-key,
delicious neighborhood
food joint,” says Virtuoso
advisor Barkley Hickox. 45
rue Saint-Georges.
Le Relais de l’Entrecôte
sticks to two quintessential
ingredients done right: steak
and frites. 15 rue Marbeuf
and other locations.
Join the line at Le Comptoir
du Relais for a refined bistro
lunch and first-rate Paris
people-watching. 9 carrefour de l’Odéon.
Semilla is a true find, with
artful small plates in a cool
industrial setting in the heart
of Saint-Germain-des-Prés.
54 rue de Seine.

DRINK Prescription Cocktail
Club doesn’t have a website,
but the Saint-Germain
speakeasy is a whiskey spot
worth knocking on doors for.
23 rue Mazarine.
Lulu White Drinking Club
is your go-to Pigalle craftcocktail spot – till 4 am on
weekends. 12 rue Frochot.
Mexican tequila and agave
in the Marais? At Candelaria, mais oui! 52 rue de
Saintonge.

SMALL SHIP CRU IS ING
It’s a big world. But sometimes, it takes a small ship to see it clearly.
To find its heart, hidden away in unexplored coves,
distant islands and Old World villages.
So step onboard, and discover the joy of traveling small.

Unforgettable... the Joy of Traveling Small.
Go where the big ships can’t go. Tauck Small Ship Cruising combines 90+ years of award-winning travel
expertise with unique destination experiences in Europe, Latin America, Asia, Antarctica and North America.
Travel with Tauck Directors who take every moment of your vacation personally. Enjoy a sophisticated, intimate
atmosphere onboard... and travel effortlessly, knowing that every aspect of your trip is already paid for –
and taken care of – from shore excursions to gratuities, with no options sold.

CULTURAL JOURNEYS & EXPEDITIONS
For more information on TauckÕs 2019 sailings, call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Sustainable
Travel
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A different slant: Oslo’s
landmark Opera House.
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UCCUMBING TO A BOUT OF JET
lag, I fall into a deep sleep during the 20-minute train ride
from the city center to Oslo forest. I wake in an empty, idling
carriage at the wrong station,
far from where I’m scheduled
to meet my guide, Reidun Løvstuen. When
I call her, she takes in the situation quickly,
then asks, “You hike over this way, ya?”
That Løvstuen would suggest I hike five
miles through an unfamiliar forest to start
our day together tells you much of what
you need to know about Norwegians. For
people who are adventurous and comfortable in the outdoors, the suggestion makes
perfect sense.
I agree without hesitation (though I have
plenty). Happily, the forest’s wide main paths
are well signed. A bright autumn sun spotlights tarns and ferny meadows amid birches
and pines. Uniformly lean and fit Osloites
sprint past me, like they’re already on skis.
The 166-square-mile protected woodland,
less than five miles from the city center, is as
pure an expression of the concept of green
as I can imagine. Even on its own, it makes a
compelling case for Oslo’s designation as
the European Green Capital for 2019,
but it’s just one of many reasons
this city of about 660,000
earned the eco-accolade

PHOTO CREDIT

Clockwise from left:
Tryvann Lake in the
Nordmarka section
of Oslo forest,
sweet sustenance
at a forest sports
lodge, and in-city
Oslo charm.
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from the European Commission.
Oslo ranked first in eight out of the 12
competition categories, including climate
change mitigation, local transport, and
nature and biodiversity. The award aims
to raise awareness about role-model cities
and spur imitation and innovation. One
thing Oslo demonstrates is that eco-friendly
choices make for livable urban environments that, in turn, make for welcoming
travel destinations. Long seen as a jumpingoff point for fjord cruises or overland adventures in the countryside, the city has become
a diverting location in its own right.
Eventually my forest trek brings me to
Tryvannstua, one of a couple dozen sports
lodges that dot these woods. Families
fill the tables and benches outside. A fire
roars in a fireplace indoors. Over a waffle
with strawberry jam and hot black coffee,
Løvstuen explains the notion of allemannsretten, which translates as “all man’s
right.” Enshrined in Norwegian law, this is
the right of every citizen to wander in the
forest – to fish, to forage, to enjoy. As we
and many others are doing on this day.
A ski instructor since 1978, Løvstuen exudes backcountry competence. During our
day together, arranged through Virtuoso
on-site tour connection Norwegian Adventures, she leads me off the main path along
meandering tracks through the mossy
habitat of moose and squirrels, trolls and
fairies. We wend our way to her little red
hytte (cabin); Løvstuen is among the lucky
ones who live full-time in the forest.
She lets out her dog – a retired skijoring hound – for a break before we set off
to the Holmenkollen ski jump and The Ski
Museum, just beyond the forest boundary.
Shaped like a lazy S stretched toward the
heavens, the jump tower is vertiginous.
Brave sightseers can experience some of
a jumper’s exhilaration via a zip-line ride
above the ramp. The view off the platform
toward Oslo is thrill enough for me: A lush
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shawl of emerald encircles the hills all
around the city, which itself wreathes an
island-dotted fjord.
We hop on mountain bikes at the top of an
Alpine ski area for a gentle, all-downhill ride
from the crisp hilltop through the woods
and into leafy neighborhoods that eventually give way to the city center. Here Løvstuen
boards the train with our bikes to return to
the forest. I walk the few blocks to the Hotel
Continental, the elegant art nouveau base
for my visit, dazed by the ease of coasting
through so many different environments.
With visions of woodlands still in my
head, I join Ada Størmer Papatheocharis, an
Oslo native and Virtuoso travel advisor, for
a drink at Himkok. The speakeasy-style bar
and microdistillery – a rarity in Scandinavia – is celebrated for championing local
spirits and ingredients, which makes it a
natural fit for my visit to the Green Capital.
In the distillery room – part apothecary,
part cozy pub – fresh-faced bartenders in
lab coats mix craft cocktails inspired by
memories of cabin life. “Everyone has a
hytte or knows someone who has a hytte,”
Papatheocharis explains as she sips her
drink of house-made gin, elderflower, and
gooseberry wine. I’m savoring the Rødbete
(beetroot), a bright-magenta concoction
that features beetroot-and-raspberry kefir,
honey mead, and house-made aquavit infused with truffle seaweed. It’s like a seaside
farm in a glass – exactly what I’d picture sipping if I had a fjordside hytte of my own.
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TIP
“I was amazed to discover
the variety of zero-emission
e-transportation options
available in Oslo: e-bikes,
e-cars, e-trains, and even mini
e-cruise ships. You can also
find charging stations in the
most random areas – like on a
remote mountaintop!”
– Judy Perl, Virtuoso travel
advisor, New York City
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QUIET URBAN AREA
ZONES ALONG OSLO’S
EIGHT MAIN RIVERS MUST
MAINTAIN AVERAGE
SOUND LEVELS OF 55
DECIBELS OR LOWER –
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
MODERATE RAINFALL
AND A CONVERSATION.

RIVER REBOUND
If it sounds like nature-prizing Osloites have
always been on the sustainability track,
that’s not the case. The city embraced the
industrial age and the fossil-fueled eras that
followed it, enjoying the benefit and paying
the environmental price.
Oslo native Lene Dons Samset (another
Norwegian Adventures-organized guide)
walks me – literally – through the process of
reversing the damage. We take a biogas bus
and an electric train to the Nydalen neighborhood, with the plan to walk back along the
Akerselva, or Aker River. The mostly flat, wide
path alternates between pavement, gravel,
and dirt, but is always a pleasant stroll.
It takes a serious mental leap to imagine the
Dickensian past Samset describes. Dozens
of factories producing everything from
manhole covers to yeast and soap dumped

Nydalen
Oslo forest

OSLO

Aker River

Grünerløkka

Bygdøy
Peninsula
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Clockwise from
top: A shop in
the Grünerløkka
neighborhood, a
Sunday flea market along the Aker
River, and mixing
up something surprising at Himkok.

toxins and pollutants into the water. It got
so bad, the city considered covering over the
whole river. Today, swimmable, fishable water
burbles freely over waterfalls, under bridges,
and past old brick factories that have been
transformed into apartments, offices, shops,
restaurants, and even an arts school.
Samset grew up in Oslo in the 1970s, and
she speaks about her hometown with the
pride of one who witnessed its transformation. “You can walk from the lake that feeds
Akerselva to the fjord and find all the tree species in Norway, and as many as 90 different
types of birds,” she tells me, “including our
national bird, called fossekall [the “waterfall
bird,” aka the white-throated dipper].”
You can also hear those birds sing: Quiet
Urban Area zones along Oslo’s eight main
rivers (and elsewhere in the city) are metered

Aker Brygge

Bjørvika

and must maintain average sound levels of
55 decibels or lower – somewhere between
moderate rainfall and a conversation.
We wander through the hip Grünerløkka neighborhood. Amid boutiques,
vintage stores, and the destination food
hall Mathallen Oslo, modern apartment
buildings boast rooftop fruit and vegetable
gardens, beehives, and chicken coops. As
Oslo grows, the forest is a reprieve, but also
a boundary forcing twin imperatives: The
city must reclaim old structures (Sentralen,
an arts and culture hub with a restaurant,
café, and bars in an old bank headquarters,
is a must-see example) and also build taller,
greener buildings in formerly underdeveloped in-city areas.
This change has rejuvenated neighborhoods such as Bjørvika, a former commercial shipyard located where the Aker flows
into the fjord. The container terminal and
maritime industry were consolidated and
moved out of the city center. In their place
rises a city within a city of eclectic modern
buildings and apartments; common areas,
including several waterfront parks; a public
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to a noticeable drop in traffic – reportedly
as many as half a million fewer cars traveled
into the city last year.
Some critics point out that even as the city
leans hard on this audacious emissions goal,
the country is contributing to carbon emissions elsewhere through state-owned oil production in the North Sea. (Norway provides
about a third of the European Union’s gas.)
As we part at the bustling Central Station,
Samset leaves me with this futuristic image:
Norway is currently capturing carbon from
oil production and sequestering it deep in the
ground, and it hopes to expand the effort to
other industries.
FJORD PERSPECTIVES
Getting on the water is a requirement for a
visit to Oslo, so late one afternoon, I join a
sunset cruise on the fjord aboard the Helena.

PHOTO CREDIT

outdoor swimming area on a pier; and an
urban farm.
Anchoring the neighborhood is the
Snøhetta-designed Oslo Opera House,
which, with its cubist compilation of Italian
Carrara marble, slopes into the water like
an iceberg, inviting people to meander all
over its exterior, from the water’s edge up
to the roof.
Nearby, two other culture hubs, framed
by construction cranes, are nearing
completion. The Oslo public library’s new
main branch, The Deichman, designed by
Oslo firm Lund Hagem and set to open this
year, will echo the grand public embrace of
the opera house. The new Munch Museum,
a massive (by Oslo’s circumspect standards)
and controversial building by Spanish
architect Juan Herreros, slated for a 2020
opening, will house 28,000 works by Edvard
Munch and related objects, including two of
his four The Scream paintings.
These aren’t the only big cultural gestures
coming to town. Also in 2020, a new National
Museum of Art, Architecture and Design,
which promises to be the largest art museum
in the Nordic region, will open on the other
end of the harbor promenade.
Samset and I join the flow of pedestrian
and bike traffic moving in that direction. The
promenade – which connects the eastern and
western ends of the waterfront – is another
still-in-progress improvement that puts a welcome bow on this stretch for anyone wanting
to experience the metamorphosis.
It’s also an ideal place to witness the
impact of Oslo’s initiative to reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions by 50 percent
(compared to 1990 levels) by 2022 and 95
percent by 2030. Disincentives such as a toll
ring around the city for gas-fueled cars and
the closing of several city-center streets, as
well as economic incentives for electric cars
and e-bikes, and an aggressive push to build
more and better bike lanes, have contributed

Clockwise from
left: Inside Restaurant Kontrast;
reindeer with rutabaga, mushrooms,
and salted plum at
Einer; and taking
the plunge in Bjørvika. Opposite:
Arts and culture
hub Sentralen.

IN GOOD TASTE
Dining is different in a city where foraging is a common sideline.
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Beyond the simple lamb-andpotatoes world of Norwegian
home cooking, three Oslo
restaurants built around hyperlocal tasting menus turn
dinner into a walkabout from
sea and stream to field and
forest. Taken together, the
trio offers a delicious crash
course in second-gen New
Nordic Cuisine.

Maaemo, which means
“Mother Earth,” or “all that
is living” in old Norse, is the
country’s only three-Michelinstarred restaurant. Executive
chef Esben Holmboe Bang
creates seasonal menus
featuring organic, biodynamic,

wild, and local ingredients.
Servers deliver the 16 artfully
presented courses – an oyster
emulsion in warm mussel and
dill oil; sour cream porridge
with shavings of dried reindeer
heart; and a sautéed langoustine served on a pine bough,
for example – with perfect
choreography, made more dramatic by the spiral staircase
from the second-floor kitchen
and the reverent hush in the
room. Schweigaardsgate 15B;
maaemo.no.
If Maaemo is formal and astonishing, one-Michelin-starred
Restaurant Kontrast is more
approachable, but nearly as

ambitious. On my visit, a dish
of potatoes with codfish roe
and preserved birch leaves
thoroughly redefined this
familiar starch. Maridalsveien
15E; restaurant-kontrast.no.
Einer, which means “juniper,” opened last September.
It’s cozy (or koselig, a state
revered by Norwegians) in
comparison to Maaemo
and Kontrast, but still hints
at greatness, especially in
humble-seeming elements
such as a crusty sourdough
bread with house-churned butter and a juniper cookie with
black currants. Prinsens Gate
18; restauranteiner.no.
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It’s chilly, so I wrap a blanket around my
legs, pull another over my shoulders, and
sip hot mulled wine. As we pull away from
the Aker Brygge district, the full sweep of
the reborn waterfront comes into view. The
impact of keeping cars away and making
inviting spaces for people is abundantly
clear: During long summer days, the waterfront – friendly to pedestrians, boats, and
swimmers – hums with action. Even on this
cool evening, people linger along docks and
walkways. I spy one intrepid soul drying off
after a plunge.
We make a large circle in the water,
sailing slowly past peninsulas and idyllic
islands, where small red, yellow, green, and
blue homes and pristine white lighthouses
create storybook vistas. We’re tracking the
first nautical miles of cruises that depart
Oslo for the North Sea and Arctic Circle, for
activities such as puffin-watching, dogsledding, and spending time with the indigenous Sami people.
The tack that returns us to port takes
in Oslo’s genteel Bygdøy peninsula, home
to the charming and still-working Bygdøy
Royal Manor farm and a slew of not-to-bemissed adventure museums, including The
Kon-Tiki Museum (featuring the balsawood raft Thor Heyerdahl used to cross the
Pacific Ocean in 1947), the Norwegian Maritime Museum, The Fram Museum (dedicated to Norwegian polar exploits), and the
awe-inspiring Viking Ship Museum, which
houses the world’s best-preserved Viking
longships – three in total. Even without berserkers wielding swords, the fierce carved
animal heads recovered with the ships will
raise your blood pressure.
The 72-year-old schooner that transports
me this evening is weathered enough to conjure the days when Eric Bloodaxe and Harald
Fairhair hoisted square sails to cross this water. But now, instead of exporting mayhem,
Oslo, as a demo lab and role model for green
ideas, is exporting innovation and inspiration. It’s also building a dynamic, futurefocused city that’s a pleasure to explore.
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The revitalized Bjørvika neighborhood.

OSLO EXPLORATIONS
Get to know the city – and beyond.

GO Oslo-based Jan Sortland,
owner and general manager
of Norwegian Adventures, is
a historian at heart with deep
Norwegian roots and mad
travel know-how. He and his
team work with Virtuoso travel
advisors to create individualized experiences for discriminating travelers in Oslo and
beyond. A specialty: genealogy
and family-history itineraries. Tour similar to the one
outlined in this story, including
accommodations, three days
of guided touring, and a fjord
cruise, from $5,350.
See how Oslo stacks up
against other Scandinavian
capitals during Abercrombie
& Kent’s ten-day tour, which
hops from Stockholm to Copenhagen before conveying
travelers via overnight ferry to
Oslo for a cooking lesson at
Mathallen food hall and visits
to the Viking Ship, Kon-Tiki,

and Munch museums. Departures: Multiple dates, May
11 through October 5; from
$10,395.
Oslo-based Hurtigruten has
been navigating the Norwegian coastline since 1893,
making for a more-than-fjorddeep knowledge of the area.
The sustainability-conscious
cruise line’s first hybrid-powered ship, the 530-passenger
Roald Amundsen, embarks
on a seven-day Arctic adventure from Tromsø to Svalbard,
where passengers then fly to
Oslo to conclude their trip,
perhaps with a few extra days
to explore the 2019 European
Green Capital. Departure:
July 21; from $5,683.
Lindblad Expeditions’
17-day, in-depth exploration of the Norwegian fjords
and Arctic Svalbard, aboard
the 148-passenger National

Geographic Explorer, begins
in Bergen. Guests take in
Norway’s natural wonders
before returning to Oslo via
air charter. Departure: May
20; from $17,840.

STAY Centrally located near
the National Theatre, Royal
Palace, and City Hall (where
the Nobel Peace Prize is
awarded each December),
the 153-room Hotel Continental Oslo embraces green
initiatives, including reducing waste by ten percent
every year and investing in
an energy system that cut
power use by one-fifth. Bonus: A dozen Edvard Munch
lithographs (purchased by
the second generation of the
family that still owns the hotel) hang in the newly renovated art deco-style lobby
bar. Doubles from $300,
including breakfast daily and
a $100 dining credit.

ADVENTURE
THE BACKROADS WAY
Ride.
Walk.
Paddle.
Explore.
PLUS Family Trips | Active Ocean & River Cruises | Trips with Yoga
WE ARE YOUR ACTIVE TRAVEL EXPERTS
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today for details & reservations.

IT’S A GREEN, GREEN CONTINENT
Four more European destinations doing sustainability right.

In the moody karst region of The
Burren in Ireland’s western County
Clare, conservationists have spent
more than a decade marrying
environmental stewardship with
community benefit, resulting in
the Burren and Cliffs of Moher
UNESCO Global Geopark. Part of
a network devoted to preserving
the world’s geological heritage,
the site encompasses Burren
National Park, home to mysterious
Neolithic tombs, and the towering
Cliffs of Moher, spreading more
than 11 miles along the Atlantic
coastline. Local businesses undergo ten-point training in sustainable
tourism to join the Burren Ecotourism Network, and the geopark’s
educational programs reach adults
as well as schoolchildren. In 2017
the geopark became part of the
European Atlantic Geotourism
Route, which links sustainably
managed landscapes along the
continent’s Atlantic edge.
GO Adams & Butler’s 11-day private
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tour of Ireland’s historic homes and
gardens visits The Burren from a
base at sixteenth-century Dromoland Castle after visiting the coastal
Ring of Kerry and mountainous
Connemara. Departures: Any day
through 2019; from $8,340, including a driver/guide.

SLOVENIA
The 25-member Alpine Pearls
network strings together villages
across the European Alps, from
Italy to Austria, that share a
commitment to environmental
stewardship, cultural preservation, and car-free travel. Slovenia,
home to lush valleys, sparkling
lakes, and thermal springs, has
two Alpine Pearls: one in Bled, a
historic lakeside retreat backdropped by the snowcapped
Julian Alps, and the other in the
nearby Bohinj Valley, a series of
mountain towns within Triglav
National Park. What’s more, the
country champions heritage food
traditions, including wines made

from the Slovenian
teran grape.
GO Bled and the Bohinj villages highlight
an eight-day private
survey of Slovenia
from Exeter International. The trip
continues to the wine
district of Goriška
Brda, Piran’s Venetian
palaces, and the
vast Škocjan Caves.
Departures: Any day
through 2019; from
$6,300, including a
driver on some days
and a guide.

BRITTANY, FRANCE
Jutting into the Atlantic, Brittany
embodies France’s rugged side,
mixing wave-bashed headlands
and hidden coves with mysterious megalithic sites, medieval
stone-built villages, and imposing
castles. Since 2006, the Brittany
Regional Tourism Committee has
invested heavily in sustainable
development, including building
nearly 1,300 miles of greenway
paths for cyclists and pedestrians, part of the region’s commitment to reducing greenhouse
gas emissions by three percent
annually. The region also recently
worked with 20 restaurants to
reduce food waste through
smaller portions and root-tostem cooking.
GO During Backroads’ smallgroup outing, a recreational peloton spends six emission-free days
in the saddle cycling northwest
France, from D-Day beaches and
Normandy’s island monastery of
Mont-Saint-Michel to the oyster
capital of Cancale and the fortified seafront city of Saint-Malo
in Brittany. Departures: Multiple

dates, May 12 through September
29; from $4,499.

NIJMEGEN, NETHERLANDS
Europe’s 2018 Green Capital, the
oldest city in the Netherlands, was
an early adopter of sustainable
energy, using wind turbines to
generate power for ten percent of
residents with the goal of becoming
energy-neutral by 2045. Greening
and rewilding the city, “permablitz” teams descend to make
over languishing gardens, and a
conservation project now protects
critical badger habitat. Green
routes ranging from 3 to 25 miles
encourage cycling and walking, and
a project to create public chairs and
benches from e-waste – discarded
electronic devices – is underway.
GO Ten-day Amsterdam-to-Antwerp sailings with Uniworld visit
progressive Nijmegen, as well as
Bruges’romantic canals and the
vital Kinderdijk windmills, which
have kept the Low Country from
flooding for centuries. Departures: Multiple dates, March 30
through April 19; from $4,299.
– Elaine Glusac

(IRELAND AND SAINT-MALO) GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

THE BURREN, IRELAND

The Cliffs of Moher
and (below) Brittany’s
Saint-Malo.

Explore the Northwest Passage with the Leaders
in Luxury Expedition Cruising
Join A&K’s award-winning Expedition Team on a fascinating voyage through the Arctic’s legendary
Northwest Passage, discovering a show of pristine landscapes, wildlife and rare culture. Sail with the
longtime leaders in polar expedition cruising, returning to the Northwest Passage for a fourth season on
luxury ‘Le Boreal,’ exclusively chartered by A&K to offer unparalleled amenities that include all-balcony
accommodations, an intimate guest capacity of just 199 and A&K’s own brand of all-inclusive cruising.

The Northwest Passage: From Greenland to the Bering Sea
24 Days | Aug 26–Sep 18, 2019 | From $29,995 (was $32,995)
NEW! Alaska Post-Tour Extension | 4 days from $3,295
Book early and save up to $6,000 per stateroom.
For more information, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Early booking discount is limited to double
occupancy bookings only in cabin categories 1-3. Offer is
not valid for single bookings, is subject to availability and
may be withdrawn at any time. Other restrictions may apply.
©2018 Abercrombie & Kent USA, LLC CST#2007274-20

UNESCO-famed
cliffs, delicious
mountain cuisine,
and more miles
of groomed
slopes than Park
City, Whistler
Blackcomb, and
Les Trois Vallées
combined. Where
to start with
skiing Italy’s
Dolomites?
Hold my spritz.
BY JUSTIN PAUL

PHOTOGRAPHY BY
CLARA TUMA
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Halfway down the Tofana Schuss, a
highlight of the women’s World Cup ski tour,
with Cortina d’Ampezzo in the distance.
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Cortina classics
(clockwise from
top left): Tofana
ski area’s popular
rifugio Col Drusciè,
pre-après-ski on
the Corso Italia,
roasted venison with
Brussels sprouts at
Cristallo Resort’s
La Stube 1872,
and Pizzeria Porto
Rotondo, a Corso
Italia staple with a
menu of Neapolitan
pizzas that’s nearly
a dozen pages deep.

ATCHING MY BREATH
near a lift, I scan the horizon in
a slow 360-degree turn. It’s a bit
of a head trip, like standing in
the center of an impossibly large
porcelain bowl. White swaths
curl their way down in all directions, while a network of chairlifts
ferries skiers and snowboarders this way and that toward a dizzying array of opportunities. And out of sight beyond the lip of each
ridgeline, another network of cables stretches out, and yet another
beyond that.
The Dolomites ski map I dutifully studied this morning folds out
comically large, roughly the same size as the gas-station state maps
no one buys anymore – and it’s about as much use. Lift upon lift
upon lift link villages and resorts threaded through the mountains,
each of which warrants its own fold-out map. Over the years, I’ve
zipped down countless “Racetracks,” “Autobahns,” and other runs
named for the local interstate or highway, but this is the first time
I’ve thought commuting by ski could actually be a quicker option
than by car.
Roughly two hours north of Venice near the Austrian border, the
Dolomites jut from the earth to form Italy’s ultimate adventuresports playground. This eastern stretch of the Italian Alps teems with
rock climbers, kayakers, cyclists, and trekkers in summer. Once the
temperatures drop, the UNESCO World Heritage cliffs and valleys
play host to the world’s largest ski network: Dolomiti Superski, a
12-area expanse totaling more than 450 lifts and 750 miles of marked
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trails. You could spend a whole season zigzagging among the mostly
interconnected network without skiing the same run twice. Or, this
being Italy, without eating the same plate of handmade tortellini
from one of the 400 independent rifugi – former farmhouse huts
renovated as restaurants – that stop skiers in their tracks.
For an introduction to the region, I decided to dig into two
destinations popular with both international and Italian skiers:
Alta Badia and Cortina d’Ampezzo, which sit on opposite sides of
Falzarego Pass from each other. “The skiing in Alta Badia is terrific
for intermediates,” says Los Angeles-based Virtuoso travel advisor
Lucy Butler, who carved up its slopes recently. “I expected mainly
super-duper expert terrain, but that certainly wasn’t the case.” The
same can be said for Cortina.
Though you can find the odd chute or bump run, the vast majority of the Dolomites’ slopes are immaculately groomed for Italians
to ski like they drive: fast and stylishly, over rollers and through
sweeping g-force-inducing corners. Their daily goal seems to be a
connect-the-dots lift game that involves swishing down as much
terrain as possible. Turnstile pass-readers even log your progress
for a “performance check,” so you can track vertical feet, kilometers
skied, and “lift repetitiveness” to compete against yourself, ski buddies, and faceless diehards over the course of the day or season.
I’ve come around to the value of mountain guides when skiing a
new resort, and Alta Badia is a prime example of why Virtuoso advisors often arrange them for clients’ ski vacations. “That’s Lavarela,
where we started in San Cassiano,” my guide, Diego, says, pointing
to a towering face two valleys and a small mountain away. We’re on
just our fourth or fifth of the 16 different lifts we’ll ride today. In the
Dolomites, it’s not finding the best terrain that you need guides for –
it’s to ensure you end up in the right town when the chairs stop, or at
least one a manageable taxi ride away.

WHILE THE DOLOMITES ARE PART OF THE ALPS,
the list of attributes they share with the mountains of Switzerland’s
Saint Moritz or Courchevel in France ends somewhere shortly after
“people who like sliding on snow.” Formed from fossilized coral
reefs and atolls, the imposing cliffs and massifs that define the
region glow with soft oranges, pinks, and reds in the warm morning
and evening light, like chunky embers cast across the landscape.
Witnessing their transformation as weather and time progress can
be as much a sport as cruising their slopes.
“Compared to skiing in other areas, those dramatic, jagged peaks
surrounding you stand out the most, but the food is actually my
favorite part of skiing here,” says Rick Reichsfeld, president of ski
and adventure-travel tour company Alpine Adventures. “From the
delicious beet ravioli to the dried meats and farmstead cheeses,
you’ll know you’re not in Switzerland or France.”
Although gourmet dining is as much of the ski-town experience
as Gore-Tex these days, it’s true that the Dolomites’ – and especially
Alta Badia’s – blend of northern Italian, Austrian, and Ladin mountain cuisine rivals its skiing both in impressiveness and importance.
Not long after I arrived in San Cassiano, Hugo Pizzinini, owner and
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Clockwise from top left: Ütia de Bioch owner Markus Valentini, an
Aperol spritz and tortellini stuffed with speck cream (a dish created for
his rifugio by chef Norbert Niederkofler of three-Michelin-starred St.
Hubertus), the gondola up Mount Lagazuoi, and a room at Rosa Alpina.
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general manager of Rosa Alpina Hotel & Spa, set me straight: “Here,
we ski two hours, then lunch two hours.”
The third generation of Pizzininis to run the hotel, he personifies
the Alta Badia experience – sophisticated and proud, yet unassuming. It’s a feeling you pick up on when you first set foot in the hotel,
where Pizzinini worked every staff position while growing up and
where he and his wife now live and raise their three children. Fires
crackle in the votive-framed fireplace in the lobby, which serves
more as a cozy chalet living room where guests nurse negronis on
couches and shaggy sheepskin-covered pillows. Local wood carvings, artwork, and vintage photos line hallways and guest rooms
paneled in knotty white pine – so much pine, in fact, that I assumed
it was the source of the hotel’s warm, foresty scent until an older
man walked past burning incense. “My father,” Pizzinini later
explained. “He swears that if he goes around with church incense,
there are less people with flu.”

BACK UP ON THE MOUNTAIN, ROUGHLY TWO
hours into our day, Diego suggests we stop for an aperitivo at Ütia
de Bioch, a typical rifugio. As platters of speck, sausages, pickles,
two cheeses, breads, and empanada-like pastries arrive, he explains
how, a few years ago, a group of these huts banded together to
distinguish themselves by inviting Michelin-starred chefs to create
a special dish for their menus. What started as a bit of a PR stunt has
evolved into the Gourmet Ski Safari, something visitors now plan
ski days – and in fact entire vacations – around. Although you can
order the dishes throughout the season, on one day each year, the
chefs descend on the huts to cook their respective dishes in what
becomes an extended progressive lunch on skis. The annual event’s
popularity spawned wine spin-offs – numerous days each season
when skiers pair up with a sommelier and a guide for hut-to-hut
tastings of South Tyrolean wines. “This year, there are more than
150 wines you can taste in a day,” Diego says as we finish a glass of
prosecco, adding with a smile, “though, as instructors, we don’t
recommend that.”
While our midday snack could pass for lunch in most places, soon
we’re linking more slopes en route to a special run Diego wants to
ski before our main meal. After a few lifts, a “ski taxi” shuttle over
the pass, and a cable car that seems to defy physics with its near
vertical ascent, we step off atop Mount Lagazuoi. On one side,
Cortina’s ski resorts fan out; on the other, a treeless white highway
leads back to Alta Badia. At more than five miles long, the Hidden
Valley’s Armentarola run is one of the standouts in all of the Dolomites, if not all of Europe. Steeply pitched in parts, the intermediate
run begins with panoramic views of the peaks, then banks its way
through a remote cliff-lined gorge and canyon. Ice waterfalls and
a massive rock face – the back side of Cortina’s Tofana ski resort –
loom closer and higher as you descend, making you feel infinitesimally small. In a fitting flourish, the run ends with another
Dolomites original: a horse-drawn sleigh trailing ropes – literally a
two-horsepower lift that tows skiers along a snowed-in creek bed
to Armentarola resort’s lifts.

From top: Rifugio Scotoni’s Christian Agreiter at the grill and its
patio on the Hidden Valley’s Armentarola run.
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Roughly halfway down the valley, we pull over at rifugio Scotoni.
The sundeck is packed, wine and warm eggnog-like bombardinos are
flowing, and even though it’s nearly 2 pm, owner Christian Agreiter
is still a nonstop flurry of flames, flipping, and chopping at the grill.
Scotoni is known for its family-style mixed platter of ribs, steaks,
sausages, vegetables, and polenta, and a quick glance around the
room confirms the feast lands on most tables, along with multiple
bottles from the 400-strong wine list. People, think of the horses!
What did they possibly do to deserve this?
Things are more composed back at Rosa Alpina, where the day
wraps up at the hotel’s three-Michelin-starred St. Hubertus, Alta
Badia’s top restaurant. Chef Norbert Niederkofler follows a sustainable, strictly locavore “Cook the Mountain” ethos with exquisite
results: Delicate trout with black garlic and foraged berries, ravioli
with mountain cheese in a light chicken broth, lamb with koji sauce,
and a “Tomato?” course that turns out to be a preserved plum (tomatoes don’t grow well in the Dolomites) are just a few highlights.
It’s a strong finish to a big day, both by ski and by fork. Cortina has a
lot to live up to.

Chef Norbert Niederkofler
introduced his Cook the Mountain
menu to Rosa Alpina’s St. Hubertus to let guests see, smell, and
taste the Dolomites on a plate.
The kitchen grows more than 100
herbs, works with a professor of
fungi, and won’t serve anything
you can’t find on the mountain –
which means no fine-dining
staples such as foie gras, citrus,
tomatoes, or vanilla. “In the
mountains, for four to five months
nature doesn’t give you anything,”
Niederkofler says. “Starting
this concept takes a full year: In
summer, you have to fill up the
storage room – drying, fermenting, preserving in oil – otherwise,
you run out of food in the winter.”
The restaurant sources ingredients from some 40 farmers –
no middlemen – to supply its
seasonal menu. “Spring is light
and fresh – what you’re looking
for after a harsh winter,” he says.
“Summer is powerful and rich, autumn becomes more earthy, and
winter is dark and very earthy.”
As for the dish that embodies his
three principles of place, season,
and zero waste? “Whitefish tartare,” he says, locally caught, with
the scales fried for texture and a
sauce made from the bones.
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ON THE OTHER SIDE OF FALZAREGO PASS FROM
Rosa Alpina, Cortina d’Ampezzo presents itself as the glamorous,
cosmopolitan counterpart to Alta Badia’s quiet village life. The
town splashed onto the international scene in 1956, when it hosted
the first televised Winter Olympics, and has been refining its reputation ever since. Spread across a valley with the Tofana and Faloria
ski resorts dominating either side, the town of roughly 6,000 swells
to nearly 50,000 during the season’s peak – you’ll find a good chunk
of them living it up at the pedestrian-only Corso Italia’s bars, restaurants, and shops when they’re not on the slopes.
“If you want nightlife, you’re better off in Cortina,” says Lucy
Butler, when asked who she’d recommend it to over Alta Badia.
And as their base: the historic Cristallo Resort & Spa, recently

From top: San Cassiano’s parish church and
the “horse lift” at the end of Armentarola ski run.

THE QUINTESSENTIAL COLLECTION

at

*Ponant Bonus Fares vary by departure and
are subject to availability and change. Shipboard credit is
$250 per person*

“Consider twinning a Dolomites
vacation with time in Venice. It’s
an easy drive through very pretty
scenery, and on the way, you pass
the glassware outlet stores!”
– Lucy Butler, Virtuoso travel
advisor, Los Angeles

Clockwise from above: Trout with wild berries and black garlic from
St. Hubertus, Cristallo’s Lounge Bar, and Rosa Alpina owner Hugo Pizzinini
and his wife, Ursula, in the hotel’s library.

restored to its 1956 Olympics glory with parquet floors, sparkling
chandeliers, and stenciled wood panels. Perched just out of earshot
of the main drag’s commotion, guests wake to valleywide views
of Tofana resort and Mount Faloria, returning after a day on the
mountain to toast the alpenglow with the house cocktail: rosé
Champagne and lychee liqueur.
Shortly after doing the former, I step off the gondola at Tofana.
This largest of Cortina’s ski resorts is noticeably more crowded
than those on the other side of the pass, but it’s also easier for
first-timers to navigate. After a couple of warm-up runs, I find my
way to the mountain’s famed downhill slope, an annual highlight
of the women’s World Cup ski tour since 1992. The run starts with
a majestic view of the valley, then quickly accelerates to one of pro
skiing’s most iconic shots, the Tofana Schuss, a 65-degree pitch
that dives to the right between two sharp spires. Lindsey Vonn
and her peers blast through it airborne at a white-knuckle 80
mph, but even seen through my goggles at a quarter of the speed,
it’s still a cheer-worthy sight.
A light snow begins falling at lunch, and clouds crawl down
the peaks, nudging all but the foolhardy to more gentle terrain
below the tree line and eventually back to town, where the Corso
Italia’s wine bars will be kicking off early. Tomorrow brings the
promise of Faloria’s advanced slopes, or possibly those of Cinque
Torri, with a run back down Lagazuoi – plus that two-hour lunch,
espresso breaks, and a midday aperitivo. The local take on a ski day
brings a lot to the table. “Performance check,” please.
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Set up for great days in
the Dolomites.

GO Alpine Adventures tailors complete ski
vacations at resorts around the world for
groups ranging from 2 to 200. A recommendation for the Dolomites: seven days that
include three nights each at the Cristallo and
Rosa Alpina hotels, a five-day Dolomiti Superski pass, ski or snowboard rentals, and roundtrip transfers between the resorts and Venice.
Departures: Any day through the 2019 ski
season; from $2,698, including breakfast
daily and a $100 credit at each hotel.
STAY Off-slope diversions at 55-room Rosa
Alpina Hotel & Spa include a family pool and
an adults-only pool in the spa, a game room
and cinema, and the lobby bar, where you’ll
often find owner Hugo Pizzinini chatting with
guests. Dinner at St. Hubertus is a must, and
the hotel’s casual Restaurant Wine Bar & Grill
is San Cassiano’s best spot for handmade
pastas, grilled meats, and wood-fired pizzas.
Doubles from $645, including breakfast daily
and a $100 hotel credit.
Cortina d’Ampezzo’s 74-room Cristallo, a
Luxury Collection Resort & Spa greets
guests with sweeping views, a large spa, parlor games in the lounge, and a mini ice rink on
the terrace. Among its three restaurants, intimate La Stube 1872 serves mountain dishes,
such as French rack of venison with potato
galette, while fine-dining Il Gazebo is the
go-to for 360-degree Ampezzo Valley views
and the likes of blue-potato dumplings with
squid, candied cherry tomatoes, and burrata.
Doubles from $415, including breakfast daily
and a $100 spa credit.
Northern Italy’s popular wellness retreat,
Lefay Resort & Spa Lago di Garda, is set to
open a sister property in Madonna di Campiglio this summer: Lefay Resort & Spa Dolomiti
will feature 111 suites and residences (all
with fireplaces), two restaurants, and an
expansive 54,000-square-foot spa – an
inviting retreat for post-mountain recovery.
Rates to be announced, including breakfast
daily, two complimentary massages, and
one dinner for two.
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First Person

THE END OF
THE WORLD
A SEARCH FOR SOLITUDE
IN THE FARTHEST REACHES
OF SOUTH AMERICA.

BY ANDREW MCCARTHY
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CARLA MCRAE

S

OMEONE ONCE ACCUSED THE WRITER
Charles Bukowski of disliking people. He
replied, “I just feel better when they’re not
around.” While it might be easy to dismiss
this sentiment as misanthropy, I understand it.
Living in New York City with a wife and three kids
(whom I adore and love being around) doesn’t afford me much opportunity for solitude. Yet there’s
something about silence that speaks to me in a way
all the people in the world can’t. I locate myself in
the absence.
Which is why I’d always wanted to get to Patagonia,
that lonely triangle at the bottom of South America.
I’d read Bruce Chatwin’s classic, In Patagonia, and
Paul Theroux’s rambling journey by rail, The Old
Patagonian Express. I had images in my mind of the
vastness. But I couldn’t have fully anticipated my
response to the expanse of uninterrupted openness.
After several aborted attempts over the years
(which led me to think I might never make it), I finally
arrived in that land of absence. My initial reaction
was irrational, nervous giddiness – how could I ever
get to all of it, absorb every inch? Simultaneously,
around the edges of my nervous system I began to
feel the oppressive weight of the space bearing down
on me. I would never be able to escape it. My pushpull response, my experience of internal paradox,
resonated as deeply familiar, yet something I rarely
had the space to notice.

ONE OF THE PECULIAR AND OCCASIONal wonders of travel is arriving for the first
time and experiencing a place as home. As I
drove into El Calafate, nothing was familiar,
yet everything made sense. The town began
as a trading outpost in the early twentieth
century, then limped along until UNESCO
named the 47 nearby glaciers in Parque Nacional Los Glaciares a World Heritage site in
1981, drawing the attention of the adventure
set. Then came a paved road, and eventually
an airport, which has helped this lonely spot
become a bit of a boomtown. It’s now home
to somewhere between 6,000 and 20,000
residents, depending on whom you talk to –
and every one of them that I met came from
somewhere else.
Julia, who ran the smoothie shop, moved
down from Rosario because she was “tired
from the city.” Veronica, who rented me a
car and reminded me to “park against the
wind; I don’t want my door coming off,”
came from Chubut. Jorge, my host at his
modest B&B, came from Buenos Aires,
where he worked in a factory for 14 hours
a day, and told me, with tears in his eyes,
“Here we have sky. The sky.”
Nearly everyone I met displayed an easy
familiarity, coupled with a distant quality
that I appreciated. They were not unlike
people I’ve encountered on remote islands –
all had come to escape something, or to
find something. Except that here, in the
sea’s place, was the land – unimaginable
expanses of it.
And as much as I felt a kinship with the
people, it was that land that was so intoxicating, thrilling, frightening, and what I had
come for. I tromped on Perito Moreno Glacier in a whiteout that left me feeling weightless and dreamy. I rode horses with macho
gauchos over the steppe under condors
circling in a pale sky. Pink flamingos flew
away as I traveled by boat through massive
glacier-milk lakes. It rained and snowed; the
wind howled; it was dead calm, hot, cool; the
clouds hung a few feet off the ground; the
sun was blinding. Every day.
And I drove. On my way to El Chaltén,
a small settlement several hours north of
El Calafate, I pulled over to the side of the
road at random. I left the engine running for
fear it might not start again and I would be
stranded for God knows how long before

IF THIS WAS JUST
OFF THE ROAD,
WHAT ELSE WAS
OUT HERE?

someone came along. I stepped just a few
feet off the tarmac into the scrub and came
upon the skeleton of a guanaco, a Patagonian llama. The bones had been picked
clean and bleached by the sun. The intact
rib cage reached up toward the sky; a femur
and hip bones lay a few feet away beside
the skull, still filled with teeth – the guanaco
must have been young. What had happened
here? How long had it been in such a state?
Life is precarious. The wind whistled, and I
looked out over the yellow-brown vista –
if this was just off the road, what else was
out here?
But it was as the solitary guest at a
54,000-acre estancia – itself surrounded by
hundreds of thousands of acres of national
park at the northernmost end of Lago Argentino – reachable only by a four-hour boat
ride, that I began to get a hint of the magnitude of aloneness possible. The silence was
unremitting. The stillness was terrifying,
thrilling, in its completeness.
I had come to the end of the world for
solitude, and here I had all I could handle. I
hiked and sat. I observed keenly and stared
blankly. I breathed deep, over and over. I
wondered why tears rolled down my cheeks.
I laughed for no reason, like a crazy person.
And finally, I spoke aloud to only the wind:
“There I am.”
Charles Bukowski would have loved
this place.
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Point of View

WELLNESS
WHAT DOES HEALTHFUL LIVING MEAN TO YOU? INTERVIEWS BY ADAM ERACE

Jackie Joyner-Kersee
Olympic legend and founder,
the Jackie Joyner-Kersee Foundation

THROUGHOUT MY CAREER, EVERYthing was based around what I call my
“Winning in Life” philosophy, 14 principles
that deal with determination, wellness,
confidence, service, leadership, and risktaking, to name a few. We developed a
curriculum around it for the Jackie JoynerKersee Center, which services over 3,000
kids a year in my hometown of East
Saint Louis.
East Saint Louis is a food desert, and
some of our kids leave school not knowing
when their next meal will be. So nutrition is
a big part of what we do. We grow our own
fruits and vegetables on the property, and
the kids get snacks when they come after
school and a hot meal before they go home.
Because there might not be food at home
over the weekend, we work with a food bank
to create boxes of groceries for the kids to
take home on Fridays.
I don’t like the term “cheat days” – I prefer
to call it “eating in moderation.” It’s OK to
have a snack! But you’ve got to put fuel in
your body and hydrate, regardless of whether
you want to be a superstar athlete. Wellness
is about longevity. You’ve got to have a longrange plan, not a get-into-a-dress plan.
Professionally, I would demand a lot of
my body and was used to doing a lot, so it’s
challenging now to just do an hour of active
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work, because it seems like it isn’t enough.
But I understand that I’m not training to be
an Olympic champion anymore and have to
find a routine that works best for me. In the
morning, I get up and meditate. I try to find
what makes me centered and try to pull in
all the positive and push out whatever it is
that might be eating at me. I stretch and try
to walk four miles in under an hour. It gets
harder as the weather changes because I’m
asthmatic and I don’t love the treadmill. I
make working out a priority when I’m traveling; it could be something as simple as
walking quickly through the airport prior to
my flight. Drinking lots of water and getting
plenty of rest are important.

Alex Glasscock

In addition to Pip and Clara, my wife, Sue,
and I have Max, a cocker spaniel-terrier
rescue. On The Ranch we also have Nigerian
dwarf goats, chickens, feral cats, lots of
quail, and a gray fox that eats the figs from
our kitchen garden. Having animals in our
lives – and for the guests – is very meditative. Sometimes we’ll pop into classes with
the dogs, and you clearly notice a calm fall
over the guests. It actually enables them
to work out harder because they’re not as
focused on the pain or discomfort. Instead,
they’re smiling because they see these cute
dogs frolicking in the gym.
This year we launched our Ranch Global
program, where we take The Ranch on the
road to foreign countries. We did six weeks
in the Dolomites at Rosa Alpina Hotel & Spa
and are going back again in 2019; we’re looking at Bhutan, New Zealand, Morocco, Peru,
and Argentina as future locations. So we’re
frequently traveling. To manage wellness on
the road, I have something called “the Hundreds.” I do 100 sit-ups and push-ups every
day while traveling, and, regardless of the
time zone, when I arrive at my destination, I
try to go for a 45-minute run. I’ve found that
really helps reset me.

Founder and CEO, The Ranch
fitness and wellness retreat

OUR BODY CLOCKS RESPOND TO THE
sun. I typically wake up and wind down with
the light; it just seems very natural to me. I
like being crisp and sharp and starting the
day off active. When the sun’s up – and when
our standard poodles, Pip and Clara, start
licking our faces and pawing the edge of the
bed – it’s time to get moving.
We wake guests at The Ranch at 5:30,
which is slightly before dawn, and have them
stretching by 6. They’re getting their bodies moving as the day is beginning – then,
conversely, after dinner, as it’s getting dark,
everyone’s ready for bed because they’ve
physically exerted themselves for the day.

Bobbi Brown
Founder, Bobbi Brown Cosmetics
and the justBOBBI lifestyle platform

I GREW UP IN THE SUBURBS OF CHICAGO
with a mother who was a self-proclaimed
health nut. Turns out she was more of a diet

nut than a health nut – we were constantly
going from one diet to another; I think she
even had me drinking olive oil and vinegar
at one point. When I moved to New York and
started working in fashion, I realized it’s not
about dieting yourself down to be skinny. It’s
about being who you are and feeling good
in your body, and having the energy to get
through the day and have a clear mind. So as
I was training my makeup artists on eyeliner
and concealer, I would say, “Guys, none of
this makes a difference if you’re smoking
cigarettes or you’re not sleeping.”
Food makes all the difference, and sharing
recipes became an organic part of what I
do. My new wellness line, Evolution_18, is
based on concoctions I used to mix at home.
Afternoon Chocolate, for example, came
about because I like to make hot cocoa – but
this has grass-fed whey protein powder,
coconut oil to fuel your brain, fiber to keep
you full and supercharge your afternoon.
My second product, Overnight Vanilla, has
collagen for your muscles, hyaluronic acid
to hydrate your skin, and magnesium, which
aids relaxation. It also gets me away from
eating dessert. You know when you come
home at night after you’ve had a really nice
dinner, but you just open up the cabinets
and need a snack? This works like a charm,
especially since my husband and I go out to
dinner a lot.
Our three boys are out of the house, and
our lives are pretty much centered around
meeting one of them, or our friends, somewhere for dinner. To be health conscious and
a foodie isn’t easy to navigate. I’m both of
those things. I love really good restaurants.
So many health people will say, “Well, just
stay home.” Yeah, OK, not gonna happen.
I’m on the road often, and it can be hard to
keep up with a wellness routine. I always pack
my own snacks – like a lunch bag of cucumbers, radishes, and sliced turkey – when I’m
flying and ziplock bags full of my ingestibles:
probiotics, my EV_18 Overnight Vanilla, and
apple cider vinegar. I always have sneakers
with me, to go on walks when I can.
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Fashions change. The address does not.
For over 150 years, London has chosen one luxurious hideaway to relax, rejoice,
and reimagine itself. Right where Soho meets Mayfair, the Hotel Café Royal
is not history remembered. It’s history being made.
Ask your Virtuoso Travel Advisor about stays with exclusive Virtuoso benefits,
such as complimentary nights, guaranteed early check-in, and hotel credit.

“We never wanted to be the biggest travel
company in the world, just the best.” —George Butterfield

Handcrafting small group and private luxury travel
experiences since 1966. Photo: Switzerland E-Biking,
5 nights, from US$6,295 per person.

Need to Know

HOW
TO
TRAVEL
BETTER

Cape Town day trip: The
Cape of Good Hope, an
hour’s drive south of the city.

THE TRAVEL TIPS,
INSIGHT, AND
ESSENTIALS YOU
NEED NOW.

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

FREEZE-FRAME
“The trickiest part of taking
a photo in a dimly lit bar like
the one in Le Bristol Paris hotel
is finding the right exposure. No
camera will adjust well automatically
in a challenging light situation,
so go manual. I took this photo
at 1/30 of a second with
an ISO of 3200.”
– Stefan Fuertbauer, from
“Paris by Night,” page 92
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● SUSTAINABILITY AT 34,000

FEET Travelers can feel better

about their carbon footprints
when they hop the pond with
Virgin Atlantic – last fall, the
airline completed the first commercial flight using LanzaTech
jet fuel, which converts industrial gas into ethanol. The plan
is to eventually use it to power
all London-originating flights.
Further fueling passengers: a
new onboard menu from UK
chef Donal Skehan. The BBC TV
host worked with The Sustainable Restaurant Association to
ethically source items for dishes
such as charred cod with spicy
mango salad. The menu will roll
out fleetwide this year.
● WASTE

NOT, WANT NOT
Natural Habitat Adventures is
heading to Yellowstone National
Park this July with a lofty goal:
Leave nothing behind. The weeklong trip is billed as the world’s
first zero-waste commercial
tour – 14 travelers equipped

with their own bottles, mugs,
cutlery, and bags will eat meals
packaged in reusable containers
and compost napkins and food
items. Natural Habitat is aiming
for guides to leave the park
with only one small container of
waste, eliminating the need to
send it to a landfill – and setting
a pretty great precedent.
● SOMETHING TO

ROAR
ABOUT The World Wildlife Fund

wants to double the world’s wild
tiger population by 2022, and recent news out of Nepal is a good
sign. The country’s wild tiger
population has nearly doubled in
the past ten years – from 120 to
235. The increase can be credited in part to Nepal’s government, which has enacted strong
antipoaching measures, worked
with locals to reduce their
dependence on forest products,
and expanded the country’s
tiger conservation areas.

(MARTINI) STEFAN FUERTBAUER, (CAPE OF GOOD HOPE) GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

FINE Early
last year, Cape Town faced “Day
Zero,” the hypothetical, droughtinduced moment when the
city’s water supply would run
out. While conservation is still a
priority (and honestly, always a
good idea), fears of an immediate shortage are gone. Officials
recently reported that reservoirs
are around 70 percent full, and
over the past year, residents
and travelers have cut water
consumption in half. Translation: Don’t leave the city off your
list. “Cape Town is one of my
favorite places, and on a recent
visit, it showed no signs of a
water crisis,” says Stuart Fisher,
a Denver-based travel advisor.
“We saw the Cape of Good
Hope, visited the Franschhoek
Wine Valley, and dined at La
Colombe – don’t miss it.”

● THE WATER’S

ASK THE ADVISORS
WHAT TRAVEL TREND WILL BE EVERYWHERE IN 2019?

Southwest-sourced spa
products at New Mexico’s
Four Seasons Resort
Rancho Encantado.

TIP
“I predict that hotel
kids’ clubs will start
to be redesigned as
family activity centers.
Parents are becoming
more focused on doing
things together as a
family; they don’t want
to leave their children
at these clubs.” – Keith
Waldon, Austin, Texas
“Cruise lines will do
away with their main
dining rooms and focus on moving toward
intimate specialty
venues. This will give

WE’RE OBSESSED WITH
“I’m still not ready to give up that tangible, page-turning feeling,
so my overstuffed carry-on tote welcomes the travel-size book
revolution. These just-launched Penguin Minis young-adult novels
by John Green are about the size of an iPhone, and the not-too-tiny
text appears horizontally on the page.” $12, amazon.com.
– Amy Cassell, associate editor

passengers more
choice every evening.”
– Jane Hart, Toronto
“Travelers want more
than just local food at
hotels – all five senses
need to be addressed.
That means vernacular
architecture, handmade fabrics, live
music reflective of
local culture, and
scents and spa products from the surrounding environment.”
– Allison Rhangos,
Savannah, Georgia

4.5”

3”

(SPA PRODUCTS) CHRISTIAN HORAN, (EIFFEL TOWER) GETTY IMAGES,
(BOOK ILLUSTRATION) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

IF YOU’RE GOING TO …

PARIS (“Paris by Night,” page

92): Read Paula McLain’s The
Paris Wife, a dazzling historical
tale about Ernest Hemingway’s
first wife, Hadley Richardson,
and the couple’s relationship
in 1920s Paris.

– Richard Bruce Turen,
Virtuoso travel agency
owner, Naples, Florida
(Read more about Paris
on page 92.)

13

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

OSLO (“North Star,” page 102):
Brush up on your essential Munch
(and get ready for the opening of the new Munch Museum
next year) with Edvard Munch:
1863-1944, produced for the Oslo
native son’s 150th anniversary.

“Ride in an
open-air
antique car at
night to see
the lights
of Paris.
It is, along
with Budapest,
the best-lit city
in Europe.”

DUBLIN (“Dublin Lightens Up,”
page 62): Watch Once, the 2007
indie musical set in the city – or
just listen to the soundtrack, featuring Glen Hansard and Markéta
Irglová’s Academy Award-winning
song, “Falling Slowly.”

The percentage
of travelers who said
they’d be willing
to fly in an
unmanned aircraft,
according to a recent
survey from aviation
research group
Revolution.Aero.
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MEXICO
BEACH VACATIONS

F O R T H E B E S T B E AC H VAC AT I O N S , S TA R T W I T H T H E B E S T B E AC H E S I N T H E W O R L D

CANCUN

RIVIERA NAYARIT

LOS CABOS

RIVIERA MAYA

NIZUC Resort & Spa

Grand Velas Riviera Nayarit

One&Only Palmilla

Grand Velas Riviera Maya

from

$

1131

Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compare™

1

Garden Suite Double.
Includes complimentary Wi-Fi PLUS Kids
12 & younger stay FREE!

from

$

1597

1

Master Pool View Suite.

from

$

2098

1

Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compare™

Ocean Front King. Includes daily
American breakfast and complimentary
Wi-Fi PLUS Kids 11 & younger stay FREE!
Virtuoso Amenities2:
Complimentary room upgrade, early/late
check-in/out, welcome tequila3 amenity
and $150 resort credit per room.

from

$

2284

1

Zen Grand Suite Nature View.

VACATIONS INCLUDE: 5 nights’ accommodation and taxes.
Beyond All-Inclusive, Beyond All Compare™ resorts include all meals, drinks3, activities and more!

Ask about complete vacation packages including convenient flights, luxur y resort accommodations,
exciting activities, vacation protection coverage and more.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY!
1

Rate is per person, based on double occupancy, for check-in on 6/20/19, in room category shown.
Virtuoso Amenities: Applies to new bookings only. Inclusions are subject to change and availability. Certain restrictions apply. Select room categories, age restrictions, minimum length of stay and advance reservations may apply for certain amenities. Please ask for details.
Age restrictions may apply.
Unless otherwise indicated: rates quoted are accurate at time of publication, & are per person, based on double occupancy. Airfare, taxes, surcharges, gratuities, transfers & excursions are additional. Advertised rates do not include any applicable daily resort or facility fees
payable directly to the hotel at check-out; such fee amounts will be advised at the time of booking. Rates, terms, conditions, availability, itinerary, government taxes, surcharges, deposit, payment, cancellation terms/conditions & policies subject to change without notice at any
time. Cruise rates capacity controlled. Other restrictions may apply, including, but not limited to baggage limitations & fees, standby policies & fees, non-refundable tickets & change fees with pre-flight notification deadlines, & blackout dates. Fees & policies vary among airlines.
Contact airline directly for any details or questions. Not responsible for errors or omissions. Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for cruise & tour providers listed. CST# 1007939-10. Copyright©2019 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
2
3

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
• STAY FOUR NIGHTS FOR THE PRICE OF THREE
There’s a welcoming, residential ambience throughout Esprit Saint Germain, set on the
historic Left Bank in the heart of Paris. Guests are welcomed as dear friends into a collection
of 28 exquisite guest rooms and immaculate guest lounges behind the hotel’s graceful
eighteenth-century facade. During your stay, enjoy a complimentary fourth night at this
refined yet unpretentious gem. With the extra time, explore the treasures of Paris, from
Notre-Dame and Saint-Sulpice to the Louvre and the Musée d’Orsay, to Les Jardins du
Luxembourg – all nearby. Later, after a day of exploring and shopping, settle into the cozy
lounge for a complimentary cocktail next to the roaring fireplace. Families are especially
welcomed and particularly enjoy the connecting rooms, a highly sought-after amenity in the
city and rare for a hotel of this size.

Virtuoso rates from EUR 1,260 per room for four nights. Available until March 31, 2019. Virtuoso exclusive experience
includes complimentary fourth night; choice of red or white wine upon arrival, with assorted French delicacies; fresh fruit
and flowers daily; complimentary drinks at the lobby bar; complimentary in-room minibar; breakfast daily; a room
upgrade, if available; early check-in and late checkout, if available; complimentary Wi-Fi; and more.

• LINGER LONGER ON GRACE BAY BEACH
The Turks and Caicos Islands are home to gorgeous Grace Bay Beach and the third-longest
barrier reef in the world. It’s here that sun worshippers and other escape artists find
Gansevoort Turks + Caicos, A Wymara Resort, a heady retreat of 91 serene guest rooms
(most are beachfront and many boast a kitchen, wraparound terrace, and outdoor Jacuzzi),
a 7,000-square-foot swimming pool, and a wide array of tantalizing options at the spa.
Minutes away are seven villas, each featuring two swimming pools and an overwater swim
platform. It’s easy to savor the island vibe of Providenciales, whether you’re dining at the
award-winning Asian fusion restaurant Stelle or sipping a refreshing cocktail at Zest, right
next to the sand. By day, snorkel over a dynamic marine ecosystem or kayak through a
mangrove channel to an iguana sanctuary. Come evening, enjoy the Thursday night fish fry
next door or DJed tunes at Stelle. The longer you stay, the more you save – take advantage of
up to 30 percent off nightly rates on select dates.

Virtuoso rates from $716 per room, per night. Available through December 18, 2019; book by December 12, 2019. Virtuoso
exclusive amenities include a $100 resort credit; breakfast for two daily; a room upgrade, if available; early check-in and
late checkout, if available; and complimentary Wi-Fi.

• DANUBE SERENADE
From the UNESCO World Heritage-listed treasures of Budapest’s Castle Hill, to Bratislava’s
colorful eighteenth-century buildings and medieval palace, to the ornate architecture and
intimate pubs along Vienna’s Ringstrasse, your Danube journey with Crystal River Cruises
showcases storybook Europe. Taste the famous Linzer torte in Linz – it dates back to 1653
and is thought to be the oldest cake recipe in the world. In Vienna, opt for a tour along one
of the most famous and attractive shopping streets in the city, popping into opulent jewelers
and cafés. Along the way, lose yourself in the grand all-inclusive luxury of your all-suite ship,
where the choices for entertainment, dining, and excursions are seemingly limitless, but
never overwhelming. Start your day with a yoga class or in the state-of-the-art fitness center,
enjoy a lunch of Michelin-inspired cuisine while you glide effortlessly past picturesque
riverside villages and ancient ruins, catch up on your reading, attend an enriching lecture –
it’s entirely up to you.

Virtuoso fares from $2,050 per person. Crystal Mahler, Crystal Mozart, and Crystal Ravel depart March 30 through
December 9, 2019; book by February 28, 2019. Virtuoso Voyages benefits include a $200 shipboard credit per person or a
custom curated shore experience, welcome reception, and onboard Virtuoso host.

Souvenir

PROVENCE
A FÊTE FOR THE SENSES
IN SOUTHERN FRANCE.

Provence finds from Les Savons
d’Océane (soap), Couleurs Provence
(towel), Gare d’Avignon Centre
(herbes de Provence), the MoustiersSainte-Marie market (honey), and
L’Occitane (hand lotion).

TIP: Plan for an afternoon winetasting in Châteauneuf-du-Pape, a vineyard-dotted wine region ten miles north of Avignon.
If time is limited, swing by Avignon’s Nicolas wine shop, a great French chain that stocks an array of bottles from the area.
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(PHOTOGRAPHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (STYLING) HEIDI ADAMS

The postimpressionists knew
what they were doing when
they retreated to this French
region, with its bucolic landscapes, Roman ruins, and
dreamy stone farmhouses.
After a few days in Paris, my
family and I took a three-hour
train ride to Avignon, ready to
soak up a little of the idyllic Provençal lifestyle. Chocolatine,
a Virtuoso on-site tour connection in France, handled our
full-day itinerary, filling it with
Instagram-worthy moments
at Valensole’s lavender fields,
an afternoon swim in SainteCroix Lake, and a fragrant stroll
through Moustiers-SainteMarie’s bustling market. The
beauty of the region is how
easy it is to bring a bit of its
essence home – classic herbes
de Provence, for example, and
lavender-scented lotions from
cosmetics shop L’Occitane
en Provence. Those famous
lavender fields bloom in July,
but springtime promises
fewer crowds and plenty of
other beautiful vistas. – Melanie
Fowler, design director

Life is short.

AREN’T YOU GLAD YOU HAVE
A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Venice, Italy

Your time matters, and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.
If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

Client-Only Perks
Only the best for Virtuoso clients. That’s why you can count
on a Virtuoso travel advisor for extras such as hotel credits,
complimentary upgrades, and personalized touches. Find one
who’s right for you in the advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

